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Crowdsourcing Stakeholders in MCDA

A Case in Nuclear Power Plant Technology Selection

Diogo Milani Lobato de Faria Ribas

Abstract

This Dissertation was carried out under the assumption that nuclear energy is a viable alternative for the

global energy mix, due to its economic competitiveness and very low greenhouse gas emissions. It analyses

the matter of technology substitution at a time when Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) are nearing their end of

life and a decision on whether to extend the operational lifetime of the current NPPs or to build new ones has

to be made. From the review of the available literature, Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis was chosen as the

preferred methodology to evaluate nuclear energy technologies for its ability to handle the distinct types of

information used to differentiate them. Four main Areas of Concern that could be used to differentiate between

technologies were identified: Safety, Security, Environmental Impact and Cost. A Multi-Attribute Value Theory

framework, employing a additive function, was chosen in order to make the resulting model more intelligible.

Value elicitation was held under the MACBETH methodology. Due to the polarizing nature of nuclear energy

the particular matter of Preference Elicitation will be studied in the ensuing Master Dissertation, in order to

assess the acceptability of Alternative Aggregation Methods (AAM) for generating group consensus results.

Safety was valued at almost the same as all other Areas of Concern combined and none of the four proposed

AAMs stood out as a possible consensus result. Rather, a set of AAMs could serve as a guide towards more

easily achieving a consensus result. Discussion between Decision Makers remains of significant importance.

Keywords: Energy, Nuclear Energy, MCDA, MAVT, Preference Elicitation, Crowdsourcing.
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Crowdsourcing Stakeholders in MCDA

A Case in Nuclear Power Plant Technology Selection

Diogo Milani Lobato de Faria Ribas

Abstracto

Esta dissertação foi realizada sob a assunção de que a energia nuclear é uma alternativa viável para a rede

energética global, devido à sua competitividade económica e baixas emissões de gases com efeito de estufa.

É analisada a questão de substituição tecnológica, numa altura em que Centrais Nucleares (CN) estão perto

do seu fim da vida e deve ser tomada uma decisão sobre a possibilidade de estender o seu tempo de vida

operacional ou construir novas CN. Com base na revisão da literatura dispońıvel, foi escolhida a metodologia

de Análise Multi-Critério à Decisão para avaliar tecnologias de energia nuclear devido à a sua capacidade de

lidar com os divergentes tipos de informação utilizada diferenciar CN. Foram identificadas quatro principais

Áreas de Preocupação para diferenciação de tecnologias: Segurança Pública, Segurança Nacional, Impacto

Ambiental e Custo. Foi escolhido um enquadramento de Teoria de Valor Multi-Atributo, empregando uma

função aditiva, a fim de tornar o modelo mais inteliǵıvel. A elicitação de valor foi realizada sob a metodologia

MACBETH. Dada a natureza polarizante da energia nuclear a questão da Elicitação de Preferências será

abordada nesta dissertação, a fim de avaliar a aceitabilidade de Métodos Alternativos de Agregação (MAA)

para a geração de resultados de consenso do grupo. A Segurança Pública foi avaliada em quase tanto quanto

todas as outras Áreas de Preocupação combinadas e nenhum dos quatro MAA propostos destacou-se como

um resultado de consenso. Em alternativa, um conjunto de MAA poderia servir como guia na mais fácil

obtenção de um resultado de consenso.

Keywords: Energia, Energia Nuclear, MCDA, MAVT, Elicitação de Preferências, Crowdsourcing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nuclear energy is one of the main fuels for electricity production around the world. It is indispensable in the

fuel mix of almost all developed countries as well as in that of the countries that are growing the most. But

there are many technologies through which the energy inside a fissionable nucleus may be recovered. Thus

a Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) model was created and will serve as backdrop to the analysis of

consensus in a group decision setting. The fact that nuclear energy in general is a very polarised issue should

permit a better visualisation of the effects of reaching consensus.

This Dissertation will provide an introduction to nuclear energy and all of its significant components, a review

of the available literature concerning nuclear energy and the evaluation of different nuclear technologies and

a case study comparison of individual value functions, as well as a review of possible Alternative Aggregation

Methods (AAM), other than consensus, towards constructing a group consensus result.

In this chapter the scenario in which this Dissertation is undertaken will be introduced and contextualised, the

main objectives of the Dissertation will be identified, there will be a step by step description of the methodology

employed throughout the Thesis and its structure will be presented and explained.

The following chapters contain a review of the full, relevant, literature researched in order to offer a solid

background on all issues discussed during this dissertation; to introduce the main descriptive factors of Nuclear

Power Plants (NPPs); and to empower the reader with the ability to undertake a critical analysis of the work

in hand and of the results obtained. After these the model which was developed will be introduced, along with

the evaluation methodology which was chosen (MACBETH), and the results will be presented and discussed.

1.1 Problem Contextualisation

As the global community becomes increasingly more aware of the effects of climate change on its ecosystem

it has bestowed more importance on finding and implementing solutions that mitigate this phenomenon. The

discharge of green house gases (GHG) to the atmosphere is one of the main drivers of climate change and one

of the main sources of GHGs is the burning of fossil fuels for electricity generation. Since, as is thoroughly
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illustrated in Appendix A, all forecasts point towards an accelerated growth of global energy, and especially

electricity, consumption, it has become urgent to shift the current mix of primary energies towards one that is

not as carbon intensive.

One alternative available to achieve this goal is nuclear energy. It releases only small quantities of GHGs

(comparable to those of new renewable energies) and it produces electricity at a cost comparable to that of

current coal fuelled power plants. For these reasons, which are also covered in Appendix A, the remainder of

this dissertation will be conduced under the assumption that nuclear energy is in fact a viable option for the

future energy mix. The study of the viability of the implementation of nuclear energy seems to have gained

a new breath now that the public’s opinion towards it is starting to recover from the impact it suffered after

the Fukushima Daichi accident in 2011.

With the existing fleet of Generation II reactors (almost all that are operational today) nearing its intended life

time the question regarding the NPP operators is whether they should opt to prolong the life of the existing

NPPs or shut them down and build new ones (of which there are several technological options available).

Two facts of NPP construction are of particular interest for this point: During the construction period the

NPP is particularly vulnerable since this is when it faces most of its lifetime costs, including interest, and it

generates no revenue. And it is common for construction to be stopped due to lawsuits brought on by the

public against the NPP. For these reasons coming up with an alternative preferred by the public could prove

itself advantageous.

The decisions to be made are therefore twofold, whether to extend the life of a current NPP or build a new

one and, if the latter option is chosen, which technology to use. The evaluation methodology should be easy

to understand and it should focus on four general areas that attract most of the public interest: Cost, which

influences the price at which the public will purchase the electricity; Safety, which regards to the operation

of the NPP and the hazards that it may represent to the public; Security, which deals with external threats

to the NPP and with nuclear proliferation; and Environmental Impact, which handles matters regarding the

impact of the whole fuel cycle, from ore extraction to spent fuel disposal, on the environment.

A simple additive model, with five descriptive criteria, was chosen to model this problem. Value elicitation

was held under the MACBETH methodology. As the effort required to both accrue detailed information on

the NPPs performance on all criteria, and create value scales for each criteria, would extend far beyond that

which is called for for the purpose of this dissertation, only the relative evaluation of the descriptive criteria

was sought after.

As nuclear energy has proven to be, from its inception, a very polarising theme it seems reasonable to question

whether regular procedures for preference elicitation (namely the use of representative stakeholders) may be

freely employed in this case. An effort was made in order to evaluate the acceptability of AAMs for generating

group consensus results. All of the previously referred topics will be presented and explained in detail in the

ensuing Chapters.
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1.2 Dissertation Goals

This dissertation is intended to provide fundamental research on nuclear energy and on methods for evaluating

it, so that a knowledgeable approach to the subject may be defined. The objective of this dissertation is,

therefore, to establish the methodology which will be adopted to evaluate the different technological options;

to define the criteria by which these will be evaluated; to elicit value judgements from representative experts;

and to propose alternatives for aggregating these value judgements, other than consensus between the experts.

This dissertation should also explain the context in which it arises and justify all assumptions made during its

course.

To achieve these goals the dissertation should be able to answer the following questions during its course: Why

was this topic chosen? What are the main assumptions necessary for nuclear energy to become an attractive

means for generating electricity and do they make sense? What are the main technological options available

to continue the use of nuclear energy? Which characteristics allow them to be distinguished from one another

by the public and how are they measured? Answering these questions should allow for a decision aiding model

to be built. At this point a new set of questions requires answering: What method better deals with all the

input information and produces intelligible outputs whilst efficiently capturing the public will?: How should

preference elicitation take place? What tools should be used to retrieve information from subjects? How

should this information be treated in order to obtain the best results? How could the preferences of individual

experts be better aggregated?

The answers to these questions should build up and culminate in the answer of the following three main

research questions: What model/set of criteria better describes the problem at hand? What is the relative

importance of each criteria? Is there an alternative for aggregating individual value judgements other than

concensus and how could this process be simplified?

Current methods for evaluating nuclear energy alternatives are usually very complex and tend to focus on

specific traits. This investigation will attempt to contribute towards creating a simplified solution that aggre-

gates this information, that is easier to use and understand, and that is able to factor in the preferences of

the public. While simplifying the whole preference elicitation procedure.

1.3 Research Methodology

This dissertation will follow a sequential seven step research methodology that will be detailed in this Section.

The initial step is 1 - Problem Characterisation, which may be divided into three phases, will introduce the

history of nuclear energy, the commercial nuclear energy sector and the basic physical principles that regulate

nuclear energy; it will extensively present all technological options for a NPP; and it will identify all relevant

criteria for NPP characterisation.

Step 2 - Literature Review will present the scientific literature embodying the most common evaluation

methods for NPPs as well as others that may prove useful arising from the review. Step 3 - Theoretical

Approach should completely define all main notions and definition of the chosen modelling and preference

3



elicitation procedures. Following, the step 4 - Model Development and Validation should present all

fundamental points of view, criteria and primary scales used in the model and explain how and why this model

is deemed to be adequate for the purposes at hand.

The next step, 5 - Data Collection and Treatment, should present, explain and justify the tools through

which information was gathered, compiled and processed in order to obtain the final results. The step 6

- Results and Analysis should present the results obtained from the experts, contextualise them so that

their meaning may become apparent, and compare them with alternative results, from other methods for

aggregating the individual information, so that their validity may be analysed.

The final step, Conclusions and Further Research, should summarise the main conclusions from the previous

steps in order to .

The last step of the methodology 7 - Conclusions and Future Research will summarise the main conclusions

from the previous steps in order to identify the model that was chosen to evaluate the different NPPs, reveal

which criteria were most valued by the experts, and state whether consensus is the best process of aggregating

the opinions of different experts and, if this is not the case, what that could be. It should also discern the

implications of this research for the field and suggest future research avenues of interest.

1.4 Dissertation Structure

This dissertation is structured into six Chapters whose information is intended to sequentially overlap in order

to give the reader the information necessary to base what will be presented next. Chapter 2 ”Nuclear

Energy” contains a brief introduction to nuclear energy, where it comes from and the natural laws that govern

it, as well as a characterisation of the commercial nuclear energy economic sector.

After there will follow other more inherently technical topics: a presentation of the different types of NPPs,

existent and planned; as well as the necessary information relating to their safety; security; the life cycle of

nuclear fuel and its implication towards environmental concerns; and the costing of electricity.

Finally a description of the general orientation of both the public and political opinion towards nuclear energy

will be given. This Chapter aims to present nuclear energy in such a way that the reader is able to understand

whatever model is created afterwords.

Chapter 3 ”Literature Review” presents all the information gathered from the scientific articles and books

that were consulted in order to better understand how nuclear energy is currently evaluated; how a Multi-

Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) framework could better handle the diverse categories of data that describe

NPPs and which one is better suited to do so; the role that experts play in characterising the preferences of

the public; alternatives to preference elicitation from experts.

The following chapter, Chapter 4 ”Model Description”, delves in greater detail into the MACBETH method-

ology and delineates the model that will be used to compare NPPs. This chapter identifies and describes each

of the five descriptive criteria that were chosen to constitute the model, as well as the performance scales that
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were used for each criterion. Finally, the model also describes the process through which information will be

solicited from the experts.

Chapter 5 ”Results” is splint in two. Initially the panel of Decision Makers (DM) that was used is charac-

terised and the information solicited from them is delivered; and latter this information is aggregated in four

different AAMs. These results will then be validated by the DMs which should choose one prefered result so

as to extrapolate conclusions concerning the merits of the AAMs.

The final Chapter Chapter 6 ”Conclusion” will gather the most relevant information from throughout the

dissertation and summarise it in a cohesive argument that explains the merits and faults of the chosen criteria

and the model that they constitute; presents the criteria that are most valuable in the eyes of the experts; and

synthetize the arguments for and against the reliance on a consensus amongst experts, in order to aggregate

their opinion.

1.5 Provisional Expectations

From the knowledge gathered through this dissertation it is expected that an MCDA model will be the one that

most easily encompasses all the disparate information regarding Safety, Security, Proliferation, Environmental

Impact and Cost and summarises it, using personal preferences, in one easy to read result. Furthermore it is

expected that a Multi-Atribute Value Theory (MAVT) framework will prove easier to implement and for the

public to understand

Furthermore it is to be expected that the experts value more all criteria other than Cost, particularly Safety

after the Fukushima accident, and that the choice of building a new Generation III+ NPP should be preferable

to that of extending the life of an existing one. To not extend the life of ageing NPPs is in line with what has

been the policy of the more conservative countries regarding nuclear energy.

As for the consensus process, it will always present the unique opportunity for, while retrieving value judge-

ments, the different parties involved to discuss the subjects at hand and gain greater insight into the perspec-

tives of other stakeholders. None the less, taking into account the entropy that it introduces and the difficulty

associated with achieving consensus in large groups, simpler and more direct methods of aggregating the value

judgements of individual experts may be a more reasonable alternative. Especially, for example, if coupled

with workshops directed towards sharing experts’ opinions and knowledge amongst themselves.
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Chapter 2

Nuclear Energy

It is useful to understand how the nuclear industry has evolved, how it has dealt with its success and failures,

in order to have a better idea of how it may choose to move forward. Although the technology involved in

harnessing nuclear energy has evolved immensely since the first reactors were built, the structural concepts

involved and the natural laws that govern it have remained unchanged.

Thus, in this chapter, the history of nuclear energy development will be briefly portraid. The current dynamics

of the nuclear energy sector will be addressed, including the number and type of existing nuclear reactors and

the existing plans for near future implementation. And a brief introduction to fission and the mechanisms

through which it is controlled will be given.

After this the different Nuclear Power Plant types and the innovation they have been subject to will be

presented Safety matters will also be addressed with special consideration given to safety assessments and a

brief disposition of the lessons learned from the major nuclear accidents. Topics around security concerns,

particularly in regard to nuclear proliferation will also be discussed.

Finally this Chapter will conclude with an analysis of the various fuel cycles, and the different stages in

these fuel cycles, that may be employed as well as with a general overview of electricity costing and of the

public and political opinion towards Nuclear Energy. The information present in this Chapter is largely based

upon fundamental research complemented by the lecture notes and by the knowledge gained from the course

”Introduction to Nuclear Energy” held by the Mechanical Engineering Department of the Technical University

of Munich on the winter semester of 2013/14; and on frequent readings of the following indispensable books:

(Bodansky, 2004), (Lamarsh and Baratta, 2001) and (Stacey, 2007).

2.1 A Brief History of Nuclear Energy

Starting in 1896 Henri Becquerel, Marie Curie, Pierre Curie and Ernest Rutherford discovered different types

of radioactive decay being these alpha (α), beta (β) and gamma (γ) decays. The knowledge of radioactivity

evolved hand in hand with the knowledge of the atom and its composition, it was only in 1932 that James
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Chadwick suggested the existence of uncharged particles, neutrons, adding them to the already known existence

of protons and electrons.

Building on this knowledge and on the work done by Enrico Fermi, in 1938 German chemists Otto Hahn

and Fritz Strassmann, along with Austrian physicists Lise Meitner and Otto Frisch, empirically confirmed the

fission of a heavier uranium atom in to smaller atoms whilst releasing large amounts of energy. They built the

theoretical and mathematical foundation for future research on nuclear fission.

It took a further four years for the first man made sustainable fission reaction to achieve criticality at the

Chicago Pile-1 reactor in the USA, under the supervision of Fermi. This reactor was promptly inducted in to

The Manhattan Project where nuclear power was successfully harnessed towards military ends. After the end

of World War II research on nuclear energy was passed to the United States Atomic Energy Commission. It was

also opened to civilian laboratories, but always under heavy governmental supervision. In 1953 the President of

the USA, Dwight D. Eisenhower, gave the ”Atoms for Peace” speech at the United Nation General Assembly

in an attempt to promote peaceful uses for nuclear technology. Under the Atoms for Peace program equipment

and information were distributed to schools, hospitals and research institutions throughout the world.

Meanwhile, in 1951, the Experimental Breeder Reactor I (EBR-I) became the world’s first electricity generating

nuclear power plant and research on nuclear marine and aircraft propulsion was well underway. The first

maritime test reactor was built by 1953 and the first nuclear powered submarine, the USS Nautilus, was

launched in 1954. Earlier that same year the USSR’s Obnisk became the first nuclear reactor to be connected

to an electricity grid. The United Kingdom was next to connect a reactor to the grid with its Calder Hall I

reactor, in 1956. One year later the Shippingport Reactor became the first commercial nuclear reactor to come

online, in the USA, followed by the French G-2. This initial dissemination of nuclear energy was substantially

spurred by what came to be called the First Geneva Convention held in 1955. At the time it was the largest

gathering of scientists and engineers and it fuelled knowledge transfer between them. In 1957 what is now the

European Union formed EURATOM to help manage nuclear energy in its member states.

With the 1960’s came ”turnkey plants” through which manufacturers offered a power plant at a guaranteed

fixed price. This attracted utilities companies to the nuclear energy business and installed capacity grew rapidly.

This wound up coming at a cost for the manufacturers partly due to over aggressive bidding and partly due to

changes in the licensing process which delayed plant construction. Amidst increasing environmental concerns

and growing organised opposition in the 1970s orders continued to pile up. In 1975 however they started to

level off. In fact only one third of the previous orders put in after 1970 were actually completed. This was the

beginning of a 30 year period of quasi stagnated growth for nuclear installed capacity, brought on by reasons

explained earlier and by the nuclear accidents in Three Mile Island in 1979, and, more significantly, Chernobyl

in 1986.

This diminished expected growth of the industry resulted in reduced economical incentives for the continued

research on breeder reactors and on closing the nuclear fuel cycle. As such this technology took a step back

in favour of the conventional enriched uranium, once through fuel cycle, reactors. Also contributing to this

trend was the fact that significant management efficiencies were obtained due to growing knowledge of the

technology and to grater sharing of information brought on by the Chernobyl accident. Out of the various

designs that were proposed, Light Water Reactors came to dominate the market.
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The turn of the millennium and ensuing electricity demand growth in emerging markets, namely in Asia, saw

the focus on nuclear energy turn towards this part of the globe and global interest rise with it. Again nuclear

growth projections soared in what came to be called a Nuclear renaissance, new plants using new and improved

technology were to be built with China leading the way. With this nuclear renaissance came also renewed

interest in breeder technology and in closing the nuclear fuel cycle to improve environmental and economic

perspectives on nuclear energy. But, again, an accident in the Fukushima I Nuclear Power Plant in March of

2011 cooled down these high expectations.

The future of nuclear energy remains uncertain as Germany plans to decommission all its power plants and

Italy has once again decided not to pursue i. But England and France are holding steadfast to their nuclear

ambitions, Russia has continued to update the designs of their NPPs and to build new ones and the USA is

introducing streamlined licensing procedures as well as issuing loan guarantees to facilitate the construction

of new NPPs. In East Asia, China, India and South Korea continue to increase their installed capacity as does

Brazil. These latter cases represent the markets where the installed capacity of nuclear energy is expected to

grow the most in coming years. Japan has shutdown all its reactors in face of the Fukushima Daiichi accident

but they plan to bring them all online as soon as it is possible. More on the present and short term state of

commercial nuclear energy will be presented on the next Section.

2.2 Current Status of the Nuclear Energy Generation Sector

As of the beginning of 2013 there were 437 operational reactors in the world and a further 67 reactors were

under construction. These reactors may be grouped by type according to the reactors’ coolant and moderator

as Light Water Reactors (LWR), of which we have the Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR) and the Boiling Water

Reactor (BWR); Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors (PHWR); Gas Cooled Reactors (GCR); High Temperature

Gas Cooled Reactors (HTGR); Light Water Graphite Moderated Reactors (LWGR); and Fast Breeder Reactors

(FBR) (IAEA, 2013b). According to (IAEA, 2013b) there are also 102 reactors whose implementation is

planned through the world and 16 more in Europe for which the type is not specified (EURATOM, 2013). The

breakdown of this information by type of reactor may be found in table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Operational reactors and reactors under construction by type. Data obtained from Nuclear Power

Reactors In the World (2013 Edition) published by the International Atomic Energy Agency.

PWR BWR PHWR GCR HTGR LWGR FBR Total

Operational 273 84 48 15 - 15 2 437

Under Construction 54 4 5 - 1 1 2 67

Planned 87 10 - - - - 5 102

As previously stated, most of the world’s reactors may be found in the United States of America (104), France

(58) and Japan (50) whilst China has the largest number of reactors under construction (29). China has also

the most planned reactors (38) with Russia (26), the USA (20) and Japan (10) coming next. From table 2.1

we may see that the Light Water Reactor designs are predominant. Most of the PHWR are concentrated in

Canada (19) and India (18). China and Russia have the only two operational FBR with the other two that are
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under construction belonging to India and Russia and the 5 that have been planned are from China (2) and

Russia (3). China has the only HTGR currently under construction. At the end of 2012 the global nuclear

industry had a combined knowledge of 15247 years and 5 months of experience.

The industry has evolved in such a way that allows utilities companies, usually with ties to government, to

centralise the operations of nuclear power plants. This is however not the case in the USA where the operation

of nuclear power plants is diluted and mainly private. The major operators of NPPs are the Electricite de

France, from France, which holds 73 reactors, including the ones owned by its English subsidiary EDF Energy;

Rosenergoatom, from Russia, which holds 33 reactors; Korea Hydro and Nuclear Power, from South Korea,

which holds 23 reactors; and the Nuclear Power Corporation of India, from India, which holds 20 reactors

(IAEA, 2013b). Together these utilities companies hold over on third of all nuclear reactors in the world.

These nuclear reactors and the core systems that they interact with so that they may harness energy, the Nuclear

Steam Supply Systems (NSSS), are developed, designed and implemented through equally big companies with

an established reputation and vast know-how. The largest of these NSSS suppliers are the Westinghouse

Electric Corporation which has taken part in supplying 72 of the current operational reactors, Framatom

which has taken part in supplying 68 reactors, General Electric and its subsidiaries which have supplied 50

reactors and Rosatom which has supplied 33 of the currently operational reactors (IAEA, 2013b). Together

these four NSSS suppliers are responsible for more than half of the currently operational reactors around the

world.

Construction times for Nuclear Power Plants vary a lot with the type of power plant being built and the place

where it is located. Japan, South Korea and China have good track records on power plant construction times

which can be, on average (over the last 30 years), up to half of that that the USA and Russia need to build

their power plants. In 2011, 7 new reactors were connected to the electrical grid, with a average construction

time of 105 months and 3 were connected in 2012 with a average construction time of 57 months. All of them

were PWR. One was installed in China and the other two in South Korea. Two reactors are planned to come

online in 2013, a PWR in China, with an expected construction time of 66 months. And another, a PHWR, in

Argentina whose construction was started in 1981 but was later abandoned and restarted in 2005 in response

to fossil fuel supply uncertainties, with an expected construction time of 384 months (IAEA, 2013b).

The market’s perspective on the performance of the commercial nuclear industry may be inferred from the

performance of indexes or private equity funds created based on a wide portfolio of companies that operate

throughout the industry. Of these a few are better known such as the S-Network Nuclear Energy Index

(WNAI), the iShares Global Nuclear Energy (NUCL), the S&P Global Nuclear Energy Index (SPGTNE) and

Van Eck Global’s Uranium + Nuclear Energy Exchange-Traded Fund (NLR). All of these show, to different

degrees depending on their specific exposure, downturns both in 2008 (in accord with overall market trends

which were evidenced in that year) as well as in 2011 (at the same time as the Fukushima accident). Apart

from that, they show an overall slight growth trend.
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2.3 Fission and Chain Reactions

Neutrons react with matter in many different ways but four are predominant at relatively low energies, a few

MeV, and of particular interest to nuclear reactor dynamics. These reactions are Fission, Absorption, Elastic

Scattering and Inelastic Scattering. Fission of heavy nucleai due to the absorption of a neutron is the main

source of energy recovered from a nuclear reactor. The weight of the nucleai is smaller than that of the sum of

their nucleons (protons and neutrons), this mass ”defect” is called Binding Energy. It is this energy, released

when a heavy atom fissions, that is transferred to the fission products as kinetic energy and is later recovered

by the nuclear power plant as heat. Neutrinos are also created during fission but, since they only slightly

interact with matter, the energy that they carry is irrevocably lost.

The absorption of a neutron transforms the original nucleaide in to an unstable isotope, a compound nucleus,

which then breaks down in to two smaller, more stable, nucleaides plus excess neutron/s. This happens

because the proportion of A (the number of protons and neutrons) to Z (the number of protons) increases

with Z so that larger elements are more neutron heavy.

The measure of the probability that a neutron will interact with any nucleus is given by its cross section (σ) and

it is higher for fissile materials, such as U-235 or Pu-239, when the neutrons are at the eV level, the thermal

region. Fissionable materials however, such as U-238, Th-232 or Pu-240, can only be fissioned at the MeV

level, the fast region. This is plainly exemplified in figure 2.1. Fission reactions release fast neutrons which

means that a moderation process is needed in order to reduce the energy of the neutrons in thermal reactors

where fission is much more probable than absorption. These fissionable materials are also fertile materials

which means that through the absorption of a neutron they are transmuted into fissile materials which may

now be fissioned by thermal neutrons.

Figure 2.1: Fission Cross-Sections for Pu-239, U-235 and U-238 under different Incident Neutron Energies

where he Thermal, Ressonance and Fest Regions are identified. Sources: OECD / NEA 1989, Plutonium

Fuel - an assessment; Taube 1974, Plutonium - a general survey. Note that in this figure the Thermal Region

is depicted as including the Resonance Region, as defined in the text the Thermal Region encompasses only

the region to the left of the 10−6 mark.
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For thermal fission, particularly of U-233, U-235 and Pu-239, the resulting nucleides are usually asymmetric

with A ranging form 133 to 144 for the heavy nucleid and from 89 to 101 for the light nucleide. This pattern is

less marked in fast fission products. In both cases several hundred different nucleids may be produced, all with

different properties. These nucleides are, themselves, unstable and will decay through a variety of methods.

Of particular interest is decay through neutron emission which produces delayed neutrons so called because

they appear much latter than the neutrons emitted at fission. These are relevant because it is through them

that the reactor is powered up since doing this using prompt neutrons, which account for about 99% of

produced neutrons, would produce an uncontrollable reaction. The decay heat produced from the decay of

fission products represents a challenge for nuclear safety and for spent fuel management as cooling must

continue until much after fission has ceased.

When a nucleus fissions the expelled neutron may either leak to the exterior of the reactor, be absorbed either

by the reactor itself or by fertile material in the fuel or it may interact with other fissile nucleai thus producing

”new” neutrons. This is an overall probabilistic chain of events that constitute the neutron life cycle. The

manner in which it unfolds is determined predominantly by the physical and chemical properties of the nuclear

fuel and the geometric and shielding properties of the reactor core.

A fission chain reaction is sustained when each generation of neutrons is able to produce as many neutron that

cause fission as it had in the beginning (n = n′), in this state the reactor is critical. When the reactor needs

to be powered up it must be reconfigured, normally through the removal of the control rods which reduces

the number of neutrons absorbed by non-fuel elements. This makes it so that each generation of neutrons

produces more neutrons than what it began with (n > n′), the reactor becomes supercritical. To shut down

the reactor the inverse process is undertaken (n < n′) and the reactor becomes subcritical.

Before moving to the analysis of specific reactor types the essential elements of a nuclear reactor, moderator,

coolant, control mechanisms and fuel, shall be considered.

Moderators

As seen, fission crossections are much higher for thermal neutrons but fission produces fast neutrons. If one

is to take advantage of this higher probability of interaction, one must reduce the energy of these neutrons

down to thermal equilibrium with the reactor. This is achieved by promoting elastic and inelastic scattering

of the neutrons with an appropriate medium unto which it transfers its kinetic energy. Naturally, fast reactors

do not use moderators.

It is appropriate then that the moderating element be of a relatively small atomic mass so that the scattering

reactions are more efficient. It should also have a small neutron absorption cross-section so that neutrons are

wasted as little as possible. Light water is the main moderator in use today, it is very good at removing energy

from the neutrons but it also has a relatively large neutron absorption cross-section. Consequently the fuel

must be enriched in fissile material in order to increase the probability of fission.

Other common moderators such as heavy water (D2O), carbon (as graphite) and beryllium (as BeO) have

a smaller absorption cross-section and permit thus the use of non-enriched fuels such as ”natural” uranium.
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Graphite is mainly used in gas cooled reactors since it better sustains very high temperatures and temperature

fluctuations. Heavy water and beryllium are very expensive and beryllium is toxic but, on the other hand, this

investment annuls the need for expensive and energy intensive fuel enrichment activities. Non-solid moderators

such as light and heavy water may also function as a primary coolant.

Coolants

The coolant plays a twofold role in a nuclear power plant as it is the main form of energy extraction, in the

form of heat, from the core during operation and it ensures the safe shutdown of the core by eliminating

radioactive decay heat avoiding a core meltdown.

Coolants exist either in liquid or gaseous states ant the most common, again, are light and heavy water.

Helium, carbon dioxide and several liquid metals are also used. In the case of gaseous coolants, which are

suphocants, their density is too low for them to serve as a moderator too so graphite or beryllium moderators

may be used. Fast reactors could also use these gaseous coolants in principle but most reactors currently in

operation employ liquid metal coolants such as lead or sodium. Sodium reacts explosively in contact with

water which translates into huge risks in case of leakage but, at the same time, the use of liquid metals allows

for the cooling system to work at atmospheric pressure which reduces the risk of leakage.

Poisons

Neutron poisons are materials that present a very large neutron absorption crossection and are used during

reactor operation in order to control the neutron flux and manage criticallity as needed. They allow operators

to react to changes in power demand and in operating conditions such as changes in fuel composition.

These control elements are electromagnetically operated and are fully thrust in to the core in case of an

emergency shutdown (SCRAM). Cadmium and boron are the most common control elements used, both may

be used in the form of control rods that take the place of fuel elements in the core. Boron may also be

dissolved in the coolant in water cooled reactors. While boron has little known side effects on man and the

environment, cadmium is harmful to both and is a restricted substance. A small amount of control is also

obtained from the increased absorption crossection of fissionable elements of the fuel which remove neutrons

from the regular neutron flux.

Poisoning also happens through the buildup of fission products that have a very high neutron absorption

cross-section such as Xe-135 and Sm-149. The buildup of these poisons is limited through their radioactive

decay and through transmutation due to neutron absorption. The concentration of some poisons may reach

a constant level throughout the fuel burnup but others’ keeps increasing, this is one of the factors that limits

the period of viable fuel use. Burnable poisons may be intentionally added to fuel elements or to the coolant

in order to even out the performance of the fuel whilst it is in the reactor. In this way grater quantities of

fissile material may be used in the initial fuel load and a greater fuel burnup may be achieved since the fuel

may now stay longer inside the reactor’s core.
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Fuel

Naturally occurring elements that are viable for nuclear fission are limited since candidates usually have too

short half-lives to still exist in the Earth’s crust or require a prohibitively high initial energy from the neutrons

such that a sustained fission reaction would be impossible. As it is, only two naturally occurring elements are

routinely used in nuclear reactors: uranium, which is by far the most common; and thorium.

Neither of these however is fissile in its natural state, U-235 which is fissile accounts for only 0.72% of natural

uranium and the rest is made up of U-238 which is only fissionable by fast neutrons. Natural uranium must

thus be enriched to around a 3.5% concentration of U-235 so that it may be used in thermal reactors. U-238

may also be used as a fertile material in order to produce fissionable Pu-239.

All of the thorium encountered in nature is composed of Th-232 which is not efficiently fissionable and is thus

used as a fertile material to breed U-233 which is fissile. Plutonium is a man made element which no longer

naturally occur in nature. A part from the Pu-239 reactor waste may also contain Pu-240 which may be used

as a fissionable material in fast reactors or as a fertile material in order to breed fissile Pu-241.

Fuel elements may be offered as oxides, such as uranium oxide or mixed (uranium and plutonium) oxide;

as other ceramic fuels such as nitrides or carbides; as metals which may either be pure or as an alloy; or

as dispersion fuels usually in the form of molten salts or other solutions. Oxides are able to endure higher

temperatures than metallic fuels but have lower heat conductivity. Ceramics other than oxides are superior

in both counts but incur in technical difficulties which have so far hindered their use in nuclear reactors.

Dispersion fuels are ment to be used in homogeneous reactors. Although designs in this field continue to be

researched (most notably the LFTR - Liquid Fluoride Thorium Reactor) none is known to have been built up

to date.

Apart from the fuel itself fuel elements are composed of an exterior cladding which serves as a protective

barrier between the fuel, and fission products, and the coolant. This cladding is built of four main materials.

Aluminium and magnesium are mostly used in natural uranium reactors due to their small neutron absorption

cross-section. Since magnesium reacts violently with water, magnesium in the form of magnox is prominently

used in high Gas Cooled Graphite Moderated Reactors which, for this reason, are also called Magnox Reactors.

Steel alloys are usually resistant to high temperatures and corrosion but have a relatively high neutron absorp-

tion cross-section. Zirconium also has good mechanical, thermal and corrosion resistance, it is mostly used in

light water reactors.

In the following Section we will see in what manner these principles may be combines in order to create

functioning, safe, efficient Nuclear Power Plants.

2.4 Nuclear Power Plants

The different principles and components introduced in the previous Section can be arranged in multiple

different combinations to form Nuclear Power Plants (NPP). Each presents intrinsic relative advantages and
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disadvantages. Thorough this Section the main factors by which these Power Plants are differentiated will be

presented, the the evolution of NPP design and innovation will be explained and the most relevant of them

currently in operation or due to be installed in the near or long term future will be introduced.

Nuclear Power plants are usually characterised and differentiated by both the components that constitute them

and the physical principles that rule their operation. The first big distinction is made between homogeneous

reactors, in which the fuel, coolant and moderator (if necessary) are all part of a single entity, and heterogeneous

reactors, in which these are different components separated by specific boundaries. Theoretical models for

homogeneous reactors exist but all reactors in operation today are heterogeneous. The second large distinction

amongst NPPs concerns the energy spectrum in which fission reactions are preferably held in the reactor. These

can be held at high energies, Fast Spectrum, or low energies, Thermal Spectrum.

Neutrons released through fission are fast neutrons, to bring them to thermal equilibrium with the reactor

they must be moderated and this is another characteristic by which NPPs are differentiated. NPPs may have

no moderator at all or they may be moderated being the more common moderators light water, heavy water

(Deuterium) and graphite. Energy is removed from the reactor in the form of heat, the coolant used in this

process is also a major differentiator. This coolant can be gaseous, such as helium or carbon dioxide, or in

the form of a liquid metal, like lead, sodium or mercury, for most fast reactors. In thermal reactors, as seen

in Section 2.2, light or heavy water are the most commonly employed moderators. In these cases the coolant

is usually also the moderator.

Fuel assembly architecture and composition vary from model to model. This report however will focus only on

more general aspects such as the main heavy metal in the fuel and the way in which the fuel is transformed

during reactor operation. As seen before, uranium is the most popular fuel in use today and most of the

existing NPPs were designed to use it. Plutonium, recovered through spent fuel reprocessing or from unused

military stockpiles, has also begun to be used in conjunction with uranium as Mixed Oxide Fuel which improves

reactor efficiency and promotes spent fuel recycling. Thorium is a much more abundant material in the earth’s

crust and it can also be used as nuclear fuel but, according to all reviewed literature, the thorium fuel cycles

is only in use in India.

A reactor transforms its fuel in different ways, Burners usually employ very enriched fuel and merely fission it

to recover energy; Converters on the other hand simultaneously fission some elements and transmute fertile

elements so that they may be transformed into fissile elements. These may then be fissioned, in a process that

tries to maintain the amount of fissile material at an equilibrium point; on the other end of the spectrum we

have Breeders who work in much the same way as converters but they progressively increase the total amount

of fissile material in the fuel so that this excess may be recovered, through reprocessing, in order to fuel other

NPPs. Following, the arrangements in which these attributes are mot commonly found will be presented. For

schematics of the reactors currently in operation please refer to Appendix B.

Different Nuclear Power Plants

As was seen in Section 2.2 Light Water Reactors (LWR), that are cooled and moderated by light water,

represent the overwhelming majority of operational reactors. Due to the relatively large absorption crossection
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of light water current LWRs are unable to sustain fission with non-enriched uranium. There are two main

designs for LWRs, the Pressurised water Reactor (PWR), Schematic B.1, and the Boiling Water Reactor

(BWR), Schematic B.2, both employ the Rankine thermodynamic cycle and will be explained next.

Pressurised Water Reactor - The PWR was first developed for naval propulsion, it has a very compact

Reactor Core from which heat is removed by a flow of liquid water which remains in this state due to the

high pressure to which it is submitted. This energy is then transferred to a secondary coolant cycle, via Heat

Exchangers, where steam to power the NPPs turbines is generated. Equilibrium in the volume of water that the

system contains is maintained through a Pressurizer and coolant circulation through the system is guaranteed

by large Recirculation Pumps. Control Rods are inserted from above with the aid of gravity. The Soviet design

for the PWR, the VVER, differs from a common PWR in a few ways most relevantly in the shape of the fuel

assemblies which present an hexagonal distribution of fuel rods in place of a square distribution.

Boiling Water Reactor - The BWR removes sensible and latent heat from the Reactor Core by letting the

coolant evaporate inside the reactor core, this leads to a larger reactor core but also permits for lower operating

pressures since phase transition is now allowed. The BWR works in a Direct Cycle which means that it is the

steam that is created in the reactor core that powers the NPPs turbines. For this reason some of the complex

systems in the PWR are unnecessary but the water that circulates through the turbines is slightly radioactive

so the whole NPP must be shielded under the containment building. Since the top of the Reactor Pressure

Vessel is occupied by Steam Separators and Dryers the Control Rods must be inserted from the bottom.

Coolant circulation is supplied through the combined efforts of Recirculation Pumps, smaller than those of a

PWR, and Jet Pumps.

Light Water Cooled Graphite Moderated Reactor - Contrary to what is the case with the PWR, the

Soviet designed BWR, the RBMK, a LWGR, Schematic B.3, differs significantly from its standard counterpart.

Fuel assemblies are arranged in individual, independent, Pressure Tubes, not in a common pressure vessel and

moderation is provided by Graphite Blocks. The independent arrangement of the pressure tubes allows for

online refuelling which, by design, facilitates the use of the NPP for plutonium production. The production

of plutonium for military use was one of the primary goals for this reactor design. Original RBMKs were built

with no Containment Building but all have since been retrofitted with one.

In order to avoid the expensive and energy intensive step of enriching uranium a reactor was designed that

would achieve criticallity with natural uranium fuel by substituting light water for heavy water, which presents

a smaller absorption crossection, as its coolant and moderator.

Pressurised Heavy Water Reactor - The prime example of a PHWR is the Canadian Deuterium Uranium

Reactor (CANDU), Schematic B.4. It was developed, in part, also to guarantee independence from enrichment

plants run by the United States of America. Based on this design an Indian Reactor optimised to operate under

the Thorium fuel cycle has also been developed. Given that deuterium is a less efficient moderator than water

the reactor’s fuel rods must be more sparsely placed resulting in a core with a large volume. Since building

a pressure vessel for the whole core would prove too expensive both reactor designs employ the Pressure

Tube concept as the RBMK does. Heavy water has worse thermodynamic properties that light water which

translate to a lower efficiency for PHWRs, the CANDU design has tried to overcome this by using boiling

water or organic fluids as the coolant but heavy water has always prevailed as the reactor’s coolant due to its
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low neutron absorption. To compensate for this lower efficiency it has become normal practice for the CNADU

fuel to be slightly enriched.

Apart from liquid coolants NPPs may also employ coolants in a gaseous state, which is normally either carbon

dioxide or helium, in place of the primary coolant. These NPPs have usually higher efficiencies and achieve

moderation through the use of graphite blocks in which the fuel is encased. A particularly interesting case of a

Gas Cooled Reactor (GCR), Schematic B.5, which will be presented next, employs the Brighton thermodynamic

cycle to produce electricity.

High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor - This reactor uses superheated helium in a Direct Cycle to power

the NPPs turbines. The use of helium at such high temperatures allows for a further increase in the NPPs’

efficiency and, as with the BWR, reduces the amount of complex machinery in the NPP with the inherent

disadvantage that slightly radioactive coolant now circulates through the whole NPP.

The concept of breeding, introduced earlier as the process of transmuting fertile material into fissile material

at a greater rate that that of initial fissile material consumption, attempts to answer questions relative to the

availability of sufficient uranium resources to power NPPs in the long run. It has been mostly studied outside

the USA, particularly in France and Japan, due to their greater resource constraints. Breeding is usually

associated with NPPs that operate in the fast neutron spectrum although efforts are being made to design a

viable thermal breeder. Still, to date, breeding is only achieved in commercial NPPs through the use of fast

reactors.

Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor - The LMFBR uses mercury, potassium or, most commonly, sodium as

its primary coolant, Schematic B.6. This allows for a much more compact core, due to the sodium’s good heat

transfer properties, and for a more efficient operation of the NPP since higher temperatures are achieved. As

there is no moderation from the heavy sodium atoms fast fission predominantly takes place, the use of sodium

also allows the NPP to work at almost atmospheric pressure lowering both construction costs and operation

risk. The use of sodium brings however perils also. It is very reactive to both air and water and the primary

coolant becomes radioactive. Due to safety concerns related to the radioactivity of the primary coolant and

the integrity of the primary coolant circuit if in contact with water, an intermediate liquid metal coolant circuit

is introduced into its PWR like scheme. The Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHE) through which energy from

the primary coolant is transferred to the intermediate coolant can be arranged in a Pool Configuration in which

the IHEs are contained within the reactor’s Pressure Vessel and must thus be shielded so as to not make the

intermediate coolant radioactive. Or it can be arranged in a Loop Configuration where the IHEs are situated

outside the reactor’s Pressure Vessel and the whole primary circuit must be shielded.

Gas Cooled Fast Reactor - Simply put, the GCFR works exactly as a GCR would if its moderating graphite

blocks were removed. It has some advantages in relation to the LMFBR in that the helium coolant, being

a gas, has no moderating effect on the neutrons. It also allows for a much easier maintenance of the NPP

since it does not become radioactive and it is much more simply handled. It does however operate at higher

pressures which increases the overall strain on the system.

Apart from these two designs also the Molten Salt Breeder Reactor (MSBR), a Homogeneous Reactor

and the Light Water Breeder Reactor (LWBR) designs, both operating in the thermal region, should be
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mentioned as being actively under investigation. More on the evolution of NPP design and on the prospective

future of NPP design will be reviewed in the next Sub-Section.

Nuclear Power Plant Design Evolution

The design of NPPs has evolved over time in order to make them more efficient, safer, more proliferation

resistant and to allow for better waste management. So far four more or less distinct generations of NPP

designs have been agreed upon, spanning the over 60 years of nuclear energy and going forth into the middle

term future. Generation I NPPs include the first prototype reactors built in the 50s. Generation II NPPs were

installed between the late 1960s and the late 1990s and represent almost all of the functioning NPPs today.

Generation III NPPs follow the same general principles of the Gen II NPPs but include some system innovation

through the introduction of passive safety systems, better fuel utilisation through longer fuel burn cycles and

simplified systems. Wenstinghouse’s Advanced Passive 600 (AP600) and System 80+ as well as General

Electric’s Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) are prime examples. These Gen III NPPs were introduced

in the late 1990s when demand for nuclear energy was low due, in particular, to fear brought on by the

Chernobyl nuclear accident. For this reason and also due to the fact that most Gen II NPPs were retrofitted

to offer better safety and efficiency, they never achieved much commercial success.

Aware of this, Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) suppliers cut the duration of Gen III short and introduced

new designs at around 2010 which, through evolutionary innovation, offered overall better economics and even

better safety. This is achieved through better integrated passive safety systems; through economies of scale

as is the example of Westinghouse’s Advanced Passive 1000 (AP1000), an evolution of the AP600, General

Electric’s Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (ESBWR) or Areva’s European Boiling Water Reactor (EBR),

derived from Siemens’ Convoy reactor; or through modular designs which allow a NPP to grow as need be,

such as Toshiba’s 4S, a sodium cooled reactor, the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR) designed by the

South African company PBMR Ltd., or General Atomic’s Gas Turbine Modular Helium Reactor (GT-MHR).

Both latter designs are helium cooled, gas turbine, GCR with graphite moderators. These so called Generation

III+ are currently being built and are expected to continue so until about 2030.

The future of NPP design is poised to be represented by Generation IV NPPs which again display system

innovation. While pertaining to attain to all four major goals introduced initially, they stand out for trying to

achieve better overall efficiencies through higher operating temperatures and for focusing on breeder reactors

with closed fuel cycles to mitigate waste disposal concerns. The higher temperatures achieved also allow

for the use of reactor for purposes other than electricity generation, such as more efficient desalinisation or

hydrogen production. The Generation IV International Forum (GIF) endeavours to unify R&D efforts and

share expertise around the development of Gen IV NPPs (see Appendix C for reactor schematics) and has, so

far, narrowed down the list of possible design types down to six which are:

• Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor (SFR), a LMFBR. Schematic C.1

• Lead-cooled Fast Reactor (LFR), a LMFBR that can also be used as a ”burner”. Schematic C.2

• Gas-cooled Fast Reactor (GFR), a direct cycle GCFR. Schematic C.3
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• Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR), a thermal GCR. Schematic C.4

• Supercritical Water Cooled Reactor (SCWR), a fast or thermal PWR under very high pressure. Schematic

C.5

• Molten Salt Reactor (MSR), a MSBR with continuous chemical processing. Schematic C.6

A we have seen, the evolution of NPP design is a very well thought through process which requires painstaking

testing and allows for little sudden innovation in order to reduce all possible risk. Having said that, there

are a few different possible types of NPPs but many more variations upon them coming from different NSSS

suppliers which tend to be distributed along regional borders. Each type represents relative advantages and

disadvantages in relation to other types of NPPs such as economic performance, resource consumption, waste

management, proliferation and safety due to its internal safety risk or to the experience, or lack thereof of the

plant operator. All of these topics except the latter will be further addressed in the subsequent Sections of

this Chapter, starting with reactor safety.

2.5 Safety

The safety of a NPP, be it during operation or in case of an accident, is of paramount concern. Throughout

this Section the main systems that assure the safety of a NPP will be introduced, along with the concept

of Defence In Depth, as well as the usual methods for evaluating the safety of a NPP. A brief review of the

causes and consequences of the three major NPP accidents in Three Mile Island, Chernobyl and Fukushima

will conclude this review of Nuclear Safety.

The matter of radiation exposure will not, however, be addressed since all NPPs are subject to the same

emission standards imposed by regulators, these imposed limits are much lower than the background radiation,

radiation emissions vary highly even between the same types of NPPs due to management choices and the

effects of radiation exposure (particularly in low doses) has not yet been proven to be negative. Through time

several studies of NPP workers have shown no significant effect of the low doses of radiation exposure, to

which they are subjected, on their health (Léonard et al., 1984), (Thierensa et al., 1999), (Srama et al., 2006),

(Rogela et al., 2009). The World Health Organization’s World Cancer Report 2014 states, in as scenario of

increased growth in the number of preventable new cancer cases, ”Radiation” and ”Air Pollution and Other

Environmental Factors” respectively as only the fifth and sixth sources of oreventable cancers and the former

is attributed to the sun and medical scans (WHO et al., 2014).

However the possible negative effects of radiation, under certain circumstances, particularly to those who are

most vulnerable (Fairlie, 2013), are undeniable and can be varied, lasting and unpredictable (Mousseau et al.,

2014). To guarantee safety the management of nuclear systems is done under the conservative assumption

of a Linear No Threshold Model which argues that all radiation, no mater how weak, is harmful and should

be protected against. Under discussion but not adopted by the nuclear industry are also the Linear Threshold

Model and the Hormetic Model which, respectively, state that harm from radiation exposure occurs only after

a certain dose has been absorbed and that low doses of radiation may actually be beneficial to the human body
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and that harm comes only after a certain absorbed dose. Both these latter models base themselves largely on

the fact that DNA can repair itself to defend their claims.

Defence in Depth

The safety of a NPP is guaranteed through a series of consecutive barriers, physical or not, in a concept

adopted from WWII military strategy that, in this context, aims to prevent the release of harmful amounts of

radioactivity beyond the boundaries of the NPP. This sequential introduction of barriers such that if one fails

the next one is able to contain or mitigate the damage is called Defence in Depth (DiD) and it is a key design

principle when NPPs are concerned. In a generic NPP there are 8 distinct barriers that separate the general

population from an accident. The first barrier is behavioural, it is the strong safety culture, that is ingrained

in everyone who participates in the design, regulation, management and operation of a NPP, towards accident

prevention.

The following two barriers are directly related to the fuel elements, they are the crystalline structure of the

fuel that prevents solid fission products from escaping and the metallic cladding of the fuel rod that holds

in almost all of the gaseous fission products. The next barrier is the closed circuit primary coolant that

transfers energy from the reactor core without allowing any of the primary coolant which might have become

radioactive from contaminating the rest of the plant (this is not valid for direct cycle GCRs).

Around the reactor core there is a further barrier, the pressure vessel, which can be made either of steel or

concrete and acts as shield not only for radiation but also for the very high temperatures and pressures that

may be found at the core. Surrounding the reactor and systems directly adjoined to it, up to the primary heat

exchangers (or even the steam turbines in the case of direct cycle GCR), the last physical barrier may be found.

This containment building is an active building which perceives and reacts to changes within itself, such as

in its temperature, pressure or radioactivity. It is designed to withstand substantial impacts from projectiles

originating from its interior or from the exterior, in order to maintain a stable and secure environment during

normal operation and in case of an accident.

The containment building also houses diverse and redundant engineered safety systems which are not incor-

porated into this DiD concept but actually arose from the first barrier, a strong safety culture, and aid in

increasing the overall reliability of the NPP. The containment building also houses a Clean-up System that

filters radioactivity in its atmosphere, a Hydrogen Control System to prevent the buildup of hydrogen and

the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) which injects coolant in the primary coolant circuit in case of a

Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) in three stages, high pressure stage, intermediate pressure stage and low

pressure stage.

Also within the containment building we find the Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS) which operates after

the fission reaction has been terminated, in order to remove energy still present within the core. This energy

may come, in the short run, from the fuel elements which need to be cooled down and from fissions brought

on by delayed neutrons an, in the long run, from heat generated from the decay of fission products.

The last two barriers are, as was the first one, unrelated with the NPP’s technology. They concern the siting
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of the NPP, which should be chosen in order that the exposure of the local population and natural environment

is as low as possible in case of an accident, and the emergency and evacuation plans in case of an accident.

Measuring NPP Safety

The assessment of the safety of a NPP has always been the prerogative of the regulator which must licence

it. To this end Abnormal Event Analysis has historically been the method of choice but the USA’s Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) which classifies them into Moderate Frequency Events, Low Frequency Events,

Very Low Probability Events and Extremely Low Probability Events and sets evaluation criteria that the NPP

must meet in each case in order to be considered safe.

Moderate Frequency Events, such as transients or abrupt changes in reactivity, should be handled automatically

by the reactor which, in more severe cases, can shut down. Low Frequency Events, such as the failure of a

normally reliable component or a low flow situation due to a small leak, should lead to a scram signal which

shuts down the reactor. No damage is expected to the fuel elements and engineered safeguards can come into

action. Very Low Probability Events, like the unplanned ejection of the control rods, a spent fuel handling

accident or a LOCA should not occur during the normal life of a NPP. These events are usually studied through

simulated Design Basis Accidents to evaluate the effectiveness of the engineered safeguards which should take

action in order to avoid damage to the core. Extremely Low Probability Events are ones from which a partial

or total core meltdown is expected. These are unpredictable events, such as extreme natural events, which

are not evaluated.

Apart from this deterministic analysis, the NRC has since 1975, with the Reactor Safety Study (NRC, 1975),

included probabilistic analysis to complement their NPP safety evaluations. These Probabilistic Safety Assess-

ments (PSA) use tools such as Event Trees and Fault Trees to model the NPP’s workings so that they may

assess weaknesses and strengths of a particular NPP. Within the analysis of nuclear systems three levels of

PSAs are commonly differentiated: Level 1 - PSAs assess plant failures and its main result is the Probability

of Core Damage, Level 2 - PSAs assess, on top of the level 1 results, the containment system from which

the Probability of Large Release of Radioactivity to the exterior is determined and Level 3 - PASs assess

the extent of public and environmental damage by taking into account the siting of the NPP together with

the results from the level 2 PSA.

Together these perspectives offer a comprehensive view of NPP safety. Now, three cases will be presented in

which these safety features which we have discussed failed. The reasons for these failures will be examined as

well as the lessons learned from each one.

Nuclear Reactor Accidents

Despite all these safety measures and the stringent safety culture adopted by the whole industry, there have been

some accidents during the commercial nuclear industry’s six decades of operation. Unscheduled, uncontrolled

release of radioactivity represent usually small doses of radioactivity and are most common in auxiliary processes

such as fuel enrichment or reprocessing. To this date only in three instances have accidents in commercial
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NPPs led to damage to the reactor fuel elements (a core meltdown), only one of these was a criticallity

accident and only the two most recent resulted in any significant release of radioactivity to the environment.

All three are reviewed in detail in Appendix D, in the next paragraphs the lessons learnt from them will be

presented.

Despite the Three Mile Island accident being very serious, it resulted in a total core meltdown, the safety

systems responded correctly to the situation at hand and all damages were limited to the NPP. A series of

lessons were however learnt from this event: human factor was engineered into plant design in order to limit

the possibility of human error, more complete monitoring of the reactor and better information displays for

the controllers were introduced, the World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) was created in order

to promote reactor operator training and the NRC reinforced its regulatory oversight enhancing overall NPP

safety.

After the Chernobyl accident, all RBMKs were retrofitted to solve their design flaws and containment buildings

were built around them. Also, NPPs started incorporating further human factor engineering solutions to stop

operators from overwriting safety features.

The Fukushima Daiichi accident reinforced the need for inherent safety systems which were already being

incorporated into newer NPP designs but, above all, it exposed several bad practises in the Japanese commercial

nuclear industry which have contributed to further undermine public goodwill towards nuclear energy.

We have seen through this Section that there are many safety mechanisms that work towards guaranteeing

NPP safety, using both diverse and redundant systems, and that a lot has been learnt from past experience and

incorporated in to NPP design such as inherent safety systems and human factors engineering. In one way or

another, be it the plant controllers or operators, human causes played a decisive part in the sequence of events

that led to all three accidents presented earlier. We also saw that NPP safety can be assessed deterministically

and probabilistically as well as the methods through which this is achieved. On the next Section we will focus

on the commercial nuclear industry’s security efforts.

2.6 Security

From their very inception, the Manhattan Project, nuclear reactors have been innately linked to the proliferation

of nuclear weapons, since it is only through them, through the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel, that plutonium

is recovered. In this Section the mechanisms that determine the extent of plutonium production will be

explained along with the steps taken by the nuclear industry to curtail nuclear proliferation.

Apart from fears of NPPs being used to create weaponizable nuclear material, they could also be targeted

by ”terrorists” either being themselves the target or by using radioactive fission products in a dirty bomb, a

conventional explosive covered by a blanket of radioactive material.

The containment building is also designed to prevent incidents like the first case such as an aircraft impact

with the NPP. Its strong, thick, structure protects the NPP as a shell would. An example of this may be seen

in a video where a F4 - Phantom is thrust onto a containment building wall at 800 kilometres per hour and is
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completely atomised ( www.youtube.com/watch?v=X697yZBCN8w ). But even before it manages to reach

the containment building any projectile could face resistance from defence systems such as the ”Iron Dome”

produced by the Israeli Rafael Advanced Defense Systems Ltd. ( http://www.rafael.co.il/Marketing/186-1530-

en/Marketing.aspx ).

In what concerns the use of the spent fuel in a ”dirty bomb”, although the composition of the spent fuel

varies greatly between NPP types, the assumption will be made that these variations are not significantly

differentiating and will not be further analysed.

Nuclear Proliferation

Distress over the risk of proliferation can focus on three distinct processes of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle which

will be explained in greater detail in the next Section, depending on whether concerns hinge over uranium or

plutonium production. Uranium based nuclear weapons are usually of a ”gun” type assembly in which two

sub-critical half-spheres of very highly enriched U-235 are thrust unto each other by a chemical explosion in

order to form a super-critical sphere.

The Enrichment of natural uranium is a necessary step for creating reactor fuel elements. Natural uranium

is usually enriched to up to 5% mass of U-235 using very complex and energy intensive processes that take

advantage of the fact that U-238 has three more neutrons than U-235 to separate them. The fact that these

are very complex processes makes it very unlikely that a commercial enrichment facility could be easily used

to produce highly enriched uranium but the use of any reactor that employs enriched uranium implies the use

of these facilities and, thus, represent a greater proliferation risk than reactors that run on natural uranium or

thorium.

Nuclear weapons based on plutonium tend to use a implosion assembly where sub-critical sphere of almost

pure Pu-239 is compressed into a super-critical configuration via the action of exploding lenses surrounding

it. Two processes must be taken into account when plutonium proliferation is considered: Use, where energy

is retrieved from the fuel, and the Reprocessing of the nuclear fuel in order to recycle uranium and plutonium

present in the spent fuel elements.

During normal reactor operation, U-238 absorbs neutrons and is transmuted into fissile Pu-239 which is then

fissioned inside the reactor. This is the preferred plutonium isotope for the construction of a nuclear weapon.

Plutonium which is almost solely constituted of Pu-239 is commonly referred to as ”weapons grade” plutonium.

Given enough time, some of the Pu-239 will be transmuted into Pu-240 which is a prolific neutron emitter.

For maximum Pu-239 production the fuel would need to be placed inside the reactor for about 30 days.

However what usually happens is that the fuel elements typically stay within the reactor for 3 years raising

the content of Pu-240 to 30%. The longer the fuel stays in the reactor undergoing fission, the smaller the

percentage of Pu-239 will be relative to the total final plutonium content. The measure of how much energy

is drawn from the fuel is given by its burnup [GWd/tHM ] as the total energy released per mass of initial fuel

during the time it has been inside the core.

This ”reactor grade” plutonium is very difficult to separate into the different plutonium isotopes, given that
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there is only a one neutron difference between them. A bomb made from it is not only far more difficult

to design and construct but is also much less powerful and somewhat unreliable. For these reasons it is

extremely unlikely that a conventional commercial NPP would be used to produce plutonium, although the

HWR and RBMK designs have been known to do so. It is much more likely that plutonium is recovered either

from specialised reactors designed for this purpose or from research reactors which typically use a much more

enriched fuel.

Even if conditions are ideal for the production of Pu-239, it exists in the crystalline matrix of the fuel from

which it must be retrieved through the reprocessing of the fuel elements. The processes used to reprocess spent

fuel are also very complex and expensive. Until now they have been deemed economically non competitive

when compared to the fabrication of new fuel elements.

Reprocessing is a necessary step when a closed fuel cycle is considered be it for environmental, waste disposal

or economic concerns, or due to the use of breeder reactors which need to have the excess fuel they produce

recovered.

As we have seen, the procurement of weapons grade plutonium involves all three fuel cycle processes that

have been mentioned (enrichment, use and reprocessing) and neither one of them is easy to master. It is

of general consensus that any entity that intends to become a nuclear power would start to do so with an

uranium based nuclear weapon seeing that these are less technologically complex and also less expensive than

their more powerful plutonium counterparts.

It is worth mentioning that the use of the thorium fuel cycle may hinder these proliferation concerns even

since it is not a viable material for the construction of a nuclear weapon. This is the main reason why so little

research has gone into studying thorium as a NPP fuel.

Also, although these would be breeder reactors in need of spent fuel reprocessing, the U-233 that is transmuted

from the Th-232 has been found to be unsuitable for the construction of nuclear weapons on account of the

high amounts of U-232 found in it, which make it hard to handle due to its radioactivity and may lead to a

possible pre-detonation.

2.7 Fuel Cycle

The Nuclear Fuel Cycle encompasses all operations ranging from raw material extraction to final waste disposal.

These operations are usually divided between the Back End, operations up to when the fuel reaches the reactor;

the Front End, all operations after the fuel leaves the reactor; and Fuel Use, the transformations that the fuel

is subject to while it undergoes fission inside the reactor.

This structure is transversal to the fuel cycles of all NPPs and the variations found at the operation level are

small. Differences between fuel cycles occur due to different raw materials used for the fuel, uranium being

the most common although thorium shows great promise. They may also be brought on by strategic decisions

regarding final waste disposal. The so called ”Open Cycle”, where spent fuel is buried deep underground in

envisioned by almost all countries but focus is shifting towards the ”Closed Cycle” with spent fuel reprocessing.
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Although the general operations may remain the same there may be differences at the process due to the

application of different technologies. Following three different fuel cycles will be introduced along with their

main differences in operations and particular advantages and disadvantages. Al three are described in detail in

Appendix E, which also contanis a schematic of all three fuel cycles, figure E.1, and a more detailed schematic

for the uranium cycle and the uranium - plutonium cycle, figure E.2.

Uranium Cycle

The uranium cycle is an open or ”once through” cycle based on uranium and it is the most commonly employed

fuel cycle in the commercial nuclear industry today. Taillings from the fuel procurement and production

processes can be a health hazard, particularly due to the radon that they release. Many questions still remain

over the final disposal of the spent fuel that results from this fuel cycle.

Uranium - Plutonium Cycle

The main goals of this fuel cycle are: the recovery of fissile and fertile material, relieving fuel cycle demands

on resource requirements; and the separation of short lived fission products from the actinides and lanthanides

present in the used fuel.

By removing the uranium and plutonium (or just the uranium) from the spent fuel the total volume of

radioactive waste that needs to be stored is significantly diminished. There are still questions however about

the liquid waste streams flowing from this operation which could reveal themselves very hard to handle.

This would be the necessary option during the transition and implementation of breeder reactors if they are

considered.

Thorium - Uranium Cycle

Because thorium has no practical application from a weapons development point of view research on it was

superseded by research on the uranium cycle. Today the whole industry operates within the uranium cycle

so there are very high substitution costs which have, so far, curtailed access to the benefits that the thorium

cycle presents in areas such as proliferation resistance and waste management.

Apart from there being no need to enrich thorium, the thorium cycle has further advantages from the raw

material recovery perspective, It is not only about four times as common as uranium in the earth’s crust but

it is also generally found better distributed and in higher concentrations which facilitates its recovery at lower

costs.

So far only India is actively researching this fuel cycle for short term implementation. India has low uranium

resources so it has found strategically advantageous to pursue this rout in order to guarantee some level of

independence from uranium exporting countries.

There are several processes throughout the nuclear fuel cycle and each has its specific impact in the envi-
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ronment. Mining depletes natural resources and all operation up to and including the fabrication of the fuel,

particularly the enrichment, release tailings which may constitute a hazard in one way or another. After the

energy from the fuel has been extracted the problem of spent fuel storage arises with it being generally consid-

ered that recycling is an overall better option but that it still comes at too high a cost for it to be commercially

adopted.

All these issues, as well as the reactor’s neutronics, affect the final Nuclear Resource Utilisation which is a

measure of the total amount of raw material needed to operate a NPP during its lifetime. Generally speaking

the introduction of reprocessing to the uranium cycle is expected to translate into a 40% reduction in resource

utilisation in LWRs and a 50% reduction in HWRs, the use of low enriched uranium in HWR is expected to

reduce resource utilisation by 30% and the use of breeders is expected to equate to a hundredfold reduction

of the total resource utilisation.

2.8 Electricity Costing

The investment required towards installing and running a NPP has long been generally regarded as one of the

main hindrances concerning nuclear energy. Through this Section a general overview of the cost breakdown

of the whole life costs of an NPP will be given along with a convenient way to summarise them. Furthermore

possible future cost drivers and innovative financing options will also be analysed.

In order to fairly portray and compare different generation technologies which often present distinct lifetimes

and cost structures it has become common practice for the energy sector to calculate all costs incurred during

the lifetime of a production facility, in which construction and decommissioning are included, and contextualise

them relative to the expected total electricity production of the facility.

This Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) approach will be explained in the next paragraphs. Whenever

values for specific costs are mentioned they are retrieved from (Kok, 2009), Chapter 22 ”Economics of Nuclear

Power”, written by Jay F. Kunze.

Levelized Cost of Electricity

The LCOE is the industry standard for calculating and comparing the electricity costs of different technologies.

The final value is calculated as the quotient between the total discounted expected costs and the total

discounted expected energy production. The total discounted expected costs are calculated by discounting

all costs, which may be summarised as Amortisation of Construction Costs (At), Operating & Maintenance

Costs (Ot), Fuel Costs (Ft) and Decontamination & Decommissioning Costs (Dt), from the present (t = 0)

to the expected end of life of the facility (t = n), through an appropriate discount rate (r).

The total discounted expected energy production is calculated in the same fashion by discounting for the same

time period, using an appropriate discount rate (q), the expected Electricity Production (Et). The formula

for these calculations may be found following this paragraph.
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LCOE =

∑n
t=0

At+Ot+Ft+Dt

(1+r)t∑n
t=0

Et

(1+q)t

The matter of discounting physical flows and, if so, at what rate, is contentious. However this is the method-

ology most commonly used and, as long as all alternatives are evaluated in the same manner, should not

influence the comparison of different nuclear energy technologies.

Costs

The most significant cost for electricity generated by a NPP pertains to the amortisation of the debt incurred

to pay for the Construction of the plant. This amortisation might be reasonably expected, by the lending

parties, to occur in a 30 year time-frame (or equivalent) of the 60 year planed life time for the new Generation

III+ NPPs. The amortisation costs represent around 60% of the average final electricity cost. Or, in this case,

75% of the total cost of generating electricity during the first half of the plant operating life, the period during

which the NPP is being amortised. Since this cost does not exist for the second half of the NPPs lifetime,

this means that for half of the total plant lifetime the actual cost of generating electricity is just 25% of the

initial electricity cost.

The lengthy and uncertain nature of NPP construction has already been covered. This represents a particular

financial risk for NPP financing because, during the construction period, even though there is no production

and no cash inflow, payment has to be delivered for the plant components and interest on loans taken. For

this reason optimisation of the capital procurement process is essential and in recent cases the loans have been

structured in tranches which allow for the compartmentalisation of risk and, thus, overall lower interest rates

and a better allocation of resources.

In a bid to lower interest rates governments are guaranteeing private loans taken out to finance the construction

of NPPs. This might be a relatively common practice in Europe but it is now being employed by the much

more ”free market” oriented USA in an attempt to foster the construction of new Generation III+ NPPs

(Morello, 2014).

Operation & Maintenance costs include all fixed costs such as costs with employees, general supplies like

lubricants or office supplies, facility expenses and even taxes, costs with contractors and licensing costs. These

costs may account to up to 22% of the average cost of generated electricity. A further variable component of

the O&M costs is the Fuel cost which will be presented in further detail.

The costs of the fuel assemblies represent about 17% of the total electricity costs and they may be partitioned

between the respective fuel cycle operations. Mining and milling account for about 26% of the total fuel

cost. The costliest operation is the fuel enrichment which is responsible for about 32% of the fuel costs. The

conversion and processing operations have a much smaller impact, only 3%, but the fuel fabrication and fuel

assembly manufacturing account for a further 26% of the fuel costs. The final 12% of the fuel costs refer to

provisions continuously taken during the plant’s lifetime towards creating a fund which would cover the costs

of dealing with the spent fuel. This same fund approach is commonly adopted for the Decommissioning of

a NPP but at a much lower burden on the final electricity cost, requiring a ”tax” of less than 1%.
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The relative costs that have been presented refer to a Generation II PWR but are not expected to vary

significantly for other NPP types. For the life extension of NPPs the cost structure is expected to be similar

with the top two major cost drives, accounting for about 80% of the total cost, being ”safety upgrades to

meet regulatory requirements” and ”other non-safety and conventional system upgrades” according to the

IAEA (IAEA, 2002).

Energy

Energy production remains relatively constant through the lifetime of the NPP with one month pauses in

regular intervals of about 18 months for refuelling. Ideally, preventive maintenance episodes are also scheduled

at these times. The Capacity Factor of an NPP depicts the ratio of produced electricity by the total amount

of electricity that could be produced by the plant in a given period of time. With the practical limits imposed

by the refuelling cycle even if there are no accidents there is a limit to the value that the capacity factor may

achieve, around 94%. Current values fluctuate around the 90% mark.

The capacity factor is particularly important because, as we have seen before, about 80% of the costs of

generating electricity in a NPP are fixed. Since the unitary value of the fixed costs is variable depending on

the production, the more electricity that is produced the lower the unitary cost of production will be thus

increasing the profit margin of the NPP. And the amount of electricity that is produced is higher when the

NPP is capable of achieving higher capacity factors. It is for these reasons that NPPs are used as a base load

technology.

Future Cost Drivers

The future cost of generating electricity from nuclear energy is uncertain bu there are a few trends which

the industry is likely to follow and that should have a specific impact either pushing the cost up or down.

There are three main developments that should/could drive the cost of nuclear energy down: 1- A dormant

installed capacity of uranium mining that has been able to return to profitability since the supply of highly

enriched uranium from the Russian military has been exhausted, which had stabilised the price at 10 euro per

pound. Yellow cake prices are now at about 30 EUR/lb and are expected to continue to go down at least a

further 10 EUR/lb from their 100 EUR/lb high in mid 2007. 2- Enrichment costs are also expected to go

down as the industry pushes on with the shift from the diffusion process to gas centrifuges, increasing overall

installed capacity as well as the competitiveness of the market. 3- Finally, if there were a change in the public’s

perception of radioactivity and of the health effects of radioactivity changing the analytical paradigm from

a linear no threshold perspective to a hormetic perspective, for example, millions of euros could be saved in

shielding alone.

With the potential to push the price up, there is the possibility of the implementation of closed fuel cycles.

Although at present the reprocessing of the spent fuel is achieved at costs equivalent to the preparation of

virgin uranium for fuel production if the necessity to handle elements with greater radioactivity arises, in order

to more thoroughly reprocess the spent fuel, this could increase the cost of reprocessing by about 50%. Also,

recent experience in the USA has shown that the cost for disposing of spent nuclear fuel might be higher than
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anticipated. None the less even if this cost were to double it would only increase the total cost in about 2% so

the overall effect is expected to be relatively inexpressive. If the fuel is reprocessed the total volume of spent

fuel to be disposed of would be much smaller thus negating this effect.

As the perceived risk of climate change grows, as its effects become more palpable and solutions for it more

urgent, the price of CO2 will also rise which would portray nuclear energy in a more apealing light relative to

other sources of energy, fossil fuels in particular.

2.9 Public and Political Opinion

When faced with the possibilities and disadvantages of nuclear energy different governments have adopted

different perspectives towards it. During this Section a general overview of which are most commonly adopted

as well as a few specific cases will be given in extension to what has already been discussed on the topic.

Furthermore publicly available enquiries on the public’s perception of nuclear energy, made to peoples around

the globe, will be analysed in order to try to present a comprehensive list of their main concerns and to begin

to assess the relative importance of each.

On the more conservative end of the spectrum of possibilities there are Austria and Italy who have legally

prohibited the construction of NPPs since 1978 and 1987 respectively. Although Austria had already com-

pleted construction of the Zwentendorf NPP and Italy had had four NPPs and was building a fifth. In Italy

the operational ones were phased out and construction was stopped and the Austrian NPP never became

operational due to public opposition to the project. The Italian government announced in 2008 that it would

re-start construction of the Montalto di Castro NPP to recoup the investment but their plans were thwarted,

again due to public opposition, after the Fukushima disaster.

Other countries such as Portugal, Ireland or Norway have not felt the need to outlaw nuclear energy but

have never openly considered it as a viable alternative. These countries tend to rely, among others, on their

above average hydroelectric potential to supplant the need for nuclear energy. Some others, after having

enjoyed nuclear energy, have decided that the risks it entails are far too great to tolerate and are planing

to progressively phase out nuclear energy. This category includes Switzerland, Belgium and Germany. Both

stances are particularly interesting because all of these countries are neighbours of countries which have NPPs

which makes it so that forgoing nuclear energy does not completely eliminate the risk related to it. In other

words, the marginal cost, risk-wise, of installing a new NPP is lower.

In the case of Germany which has already significantly cut its nuclear energy production capabilities and

endeavours to shift towards new renewable sources of energy, this transformation has been proven not only to,

at least in the short term, shift electricity production rather to fossil fuelled power plants (Bruninx et al., 2013)

but also to increase electricity prices and to unequally distribute this increased burden between households,

negatively discriminating those with lower incomes (Schlör et al., 2013).

Officially both Spain and Japan have NPPs but are neither actively phasing them out or building new ones

although, Japan’s renewed energy policy plans published in April 2014 refer to nuclear energy as ”the country’s

most important power source”. After great uncertainty around the topic since the Fukushima accident, it
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seems as though Japan will follow through with its long time commitment with nuclear energy. All of the

BRIC countries as well as the USA, France and England, among others, not only have NPPs but are continuing

to increase their installed capacity with new Generation III+ reactors. China in particular has official, disclosed,

plans to build at least 38 more reactors (IAEA, 2013b). Apart from these, several North African and Central

and Southeast Asian countries are planing or building their inaugural NPP.

The public’s opinion on nuclear energy is, naturally, much more fluid than that of their governments and has

also proven itself very volatile in the aftermath of nuclear accidents and suggestible to political discourse. The

volatile, disparate and potentially biased nature of most of the polls that were studied for this report push

overreaching and precise conclusions beyond its scope. However they allow for some general conclusions to be

taken and for some characteristics of interest to be identified.

In general the public is divided on the nuclear issue and tends to disapprove of new NPPs, particularly if they

were to be sited near them. None the less nuclear energy is recognised by most as a necessary component of the

future energy mix and a valuable alternative to fossil fuels (News and Times, 2007) although the connection

between nuclear energy and the reduction of CO2 emissions is not always made (MIT, 2010), Chapter 9,

prepared by Stephen Ansolabehere. Furthermore the public demonstrates an intrinsic lack of trust in the the

information that is provided to them by the nuclear industry (Eurobarometer, 2010) (NEA, 2010). The same

reports also identify a clear correlation between knowledge, and experience, and the approval of nuclear energy.

One hindrance of nuclear energy is the recurrent use of the term ”nuclear” to refer to both nuclear energy

and nuclear weapons as can be seen by a recent article published in The Guardian entitled ”Risk of nuclear

accidents is rising, says report on near-misses”. At a first glance, it could refer to either, or both, but actually

deals with misfires of nuclear weapons and the human element in their deployment.

A 2010 OECD study (NEA, 2010) identifies concerns over terrorism, waste disposal and the misuse of nuclear

materials as factors that reduce the public’s support for nuclear energy. Another study, from Ipsos Mori, from

2011, identifies general risk regarding nuclear power as the main issue of interest for the public followed by

the specific risk of an accident, waste disposal and environmental concerns. A Foratom report from 2012

(FORATOM, 2012) states waste management, security and safety issues as the most relevant. But, as is

shown by the study by Yale University and George Mason University of 2011 (Leiserowitz et al., 2011), safety

issues took centre stage after the Fukushima accident. A Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) report

(MIT, 2010) emphasises the importance of handling spent fuel.

Overall there are indications that, be it in one direction or another, the public wants to actively participate

in the decision regarding the use of nuclear energy but this is not always the case. As population segments

reveal themselves less knowledgeable they tend also to unburden themselves of the responsibility of making

a decision preferring to pass it on either to independent organisations or public authorities. This presents a

conundrum for the decision maker for one might be forgiven for thinking that an informed decision from the

public, that better represents their will, would be preferable. But when more information has been proven to

change the minds of the public towards a specific result, at what point does an interviewer risk to influence

the opinion of the public by giving them the information necessary to answer his questions?
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Chapter 3

Literature Review

In this Chapter a representative selection of the scientific literature that was studied for this Project Dissertation

will be presented. The main objective is to assess what is the agreed upon approach for tackling problems of

this kind, which methodologies could better handle the information that will be available and produce more

adequate results, and how they could be applied to this specific case.

To begin with, current methods for evaluating nuclear energy and comparing different nuclear technologies

will be reviewed in order to try to determine which is more suited to the present case. Following, other

alternative methodologies will be analysed and framed in the context of the problem at hand to see whether

they may contribute in some way to what is already done. And finally the matter of how to apply the preferred

methodology will also be studied. By the end of this Chapter a general direction to follow through with during

the ensuing Master Dissertation will have emerged.

The main source of information for this chapter was the Science Direct academic database, curated by Elsevier.

As a matter of principle no articles whose viewing was conditional to payment and could not be directly retrieved

from the author were used. Unfortunately this hindered access to a significant portion of the more current

and elaborate articles regarding nuclear energy. Articles were selected based on relevance, number of citations

and the reputability of the publishing journal.

3.1 Evaluating and Comparing Nuclear Technology

As we will see during this Section there are basically three avenues for evaluating nuclear energy. The first

relies upon very complex technical analysis’, using usually proprietary simulation software, to precisely analyse

the physical behaviour of specific components or systems of the NPP. These softwares usually evaluate the

types of radioactive isotopes created within the reactor, the chemical and mechanical behaviour of certain

components, among others. The second focuses mainly on the economics of nuclear energy, which is used not

only to differentiate NPP technologies but also, most commonly, to compare nuclear energy with other primary

sources of energy. The third avenue is relatively more recent and is predominantly used (in this context) to
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assess and compare the overall environmental impact of different sources of electricity, these are Life Cycle

Assessments (LCA).

Technical Analysis

There are many specific characteristics of nuclear energy that can be analysed through Simulation. These

simulations are predominantly undertaken by people working in analysis or in research and development on the

field and require mostly technical data. One aspect of particular interest is the durability of the fuel elements.

In one article from the Tokyo Institute of Technology in collaboration with the Japan Atomic Energy Agency

and the Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry, (Nakaea et al., 2014), the researchers employ

the Alloyed Fuel Unified Simulator code and the Simplified Method for Pin Life Evaluation code to analyse,

respectively, metal and nitride fuels.

In an article from the Brookhaven National Laboratory, (Yue et al., 2013), proliferation resistance is evaluated

through a Markov Model that, building upon previous work from the authors, models a Nuclear Energy

System (NES) (a nuclear fuel cycle with a specific NPP). Both deterministic and probabilistic measures of

proliferation resistance are retrieved from this model. In this case a scenario analysis is undertaken for a single

NES so as to determine where its greatest vulnerabilities lye howeaver this might also be applied to different

NESs in order to compare them.

Another study focused on the interaction of radiation with matter (Erramlia et al., 2007). The authors

developed a very simple Fortran 90 code that used a Monte Carlo Simulation to gauge how low energy

nuclear particles interact with amorphous silicon materials.

In an article from the Idaho National Laboratory for the US Department of Energy, Office of Nuclear Energy,

(O’Brien et al., 2010), the authors Simulated several reactor types and power cycles. System analyses’ were

performed using the commercial code UniSim in order to assess which combination was the most technically

feasible option for efficient high-temperature hydrogen production from steam.

In fact Advanced Computational Simulation is a major area of research within the nuclear industry. The

US Department of Energy’s Office of Nuclear Energy (NE) intends to enhance the value of its research and

development portfolio with its 100 million USD2012 Nuclear Energy Advanced Modelling Simulation (NEAMS)

program. The NEAMS toolkit will contribute to the analysis and design of advanced reactor and fuel cycle

systems with its two modular product lines, the Fuels Product Line and the Reactors Product Line. It will

benefit from collaboration with the Russian Federation, the Republic of Korea, France, Japan and the European

Union. The NE has also semi independent entities such as the Consortium for Advanced Simulation of LWRs

(CASL) to unite efforts with regulators, the commercial nuclear industry and the nuclear energy research and

development community in general in order to ”Predict, with confidence, the performance of nuclear reactors

(...)” (www.casl.gov). The IAEA also holds and maintains a wide array of simulators of several designs of

PWR, BWR and PHWR systems.

The sustainability of nuclear fuel cycles was investigated, within a Systems Engineering framework, through an

MCDA model which applied the Multi-Attribute Value Theory (MAVT) using an hierarchical additive function
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(Price et al., 2013). This model was created as a screening tool used to assess the feasibility and sustainability

of nuclear fuel cycles under development, in order to better guide research funding and policy making. A

semantic value scale was used in order to elicit value judgements from a panel of experts and the performance

of each alternative for each criterion was determined relative to a reference fuel cycle. In total 19 criteria were

selected and grouped under 9 high-level criteria and weights were attributed in order to represent different

policy scenarios.

Economic Analysis

This form of analysis of nuclear energy is used by people who study and define the public policy of the energy

sector or by the utility companies whom tend to base their decisions on the maximisation of prospective

profitability conditional to certain safety, security and environmental constraints. The current agreed upon

best practice for evaluating the cost of electricity generation is to calculate a plant’s LCOE as has been

explained in Section 3.8. This methodology has been successfully applied in several cases to calculate the

costs of nuclear energy (Deutch et al., 2009) or to compare different generation technologies (IEA and NEA,

2010) (Boccard, 2014) (Mari, 2014) (Ouyangc and Lin, 2014).

An article that reviewed several studies that used this methodology to compare different technologies (Larsson

et al., 2014) found that these showed ”(...) differences in their methodologies and assumptions, making the

stated cost figures not directly comparable and unsuitable to be generalised to represent the costs for entire

technologies.”. It is reasonable to assume that, given sufficiently detailed information, it could be used to

evaluate and compare different nuclear technologies. Although, given the inherent variability of some of its

components, the results may not be robust enough to significantly differentiate one from another.

But the use of the LCOE is not consensual and some authors feel that it is particularly unsuited to the study of

liberalised markets. To try and overcome the shortcomings of this methodology: assumption of an uncertain

investment cost; assumption of the the number of hours of operation for the different technologies; endogeneity

issue stemming from the correlation between fuel prices, carbon prices, and electricity prices; inability to account

for different electricity load levels; and the preferences of the decision makers regarding investment options

(Linares and Conchado, 2013) the authors propose to simulate the behaviour of the electricity market in the

long term, with a generation-expansion simulation model.

Another example of a tool created exactly for this purpose may be found in (Jaina et al., 2014) where the

authors created a decision support tool that processes the most significant uncertainties related to the cost

elements of a NPP (capital costs; fuel, operation and maintenance costs; and electricity prices) and provides

an optimal portfolio of NPP technologies, that maximises returns, for a given level of risk (variance).

Environmental Impact Assessment

As has been repeatedly stated, the effects that society imposes on nature garner increasing attention and con-

cern. This has shifted academic and public focus towards evaluating the environmental impact of alternatives,

in particular relating the electricity generation sector which is the major contributor to the emission of GHGs,
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in order to make a more informed choice.

The methodology most commonly applied follows the International Standards Organisation’s ISO-14040 stan-

dard. The scope of the assessment can be defined by the authors but a ”cradle to grave” scope, from raw

material extraction to final disposal, is commonly chosen. For applications in nuclear energy this would follow

the nuclear fuel cycle as previously defined. A functional unit around which the analysis will be made must

also be chosen, for studies of the electricity generation sector the most common functional unit is 1 electric

kWh.

In a study of possible alternatives for the Japanese electric grid after the 2011 earthquake and tsunami (Pereira

et al., 2014). Different scenarios were compared over performance on four indicators, Cumulative Non-

Renewable Energy (NRE) consumption, Global Warming Potential (GWP), Terrestrial Acidification Potential

(TAP), and Particulate Matter Formation (PMF). The cost of the alternatives was also calculated using the

LCOE and a prediction of energy consumption in 2030 was made. The results were obtained for this time

frame and they were independently reported for each indicator. The input/output streams of all stages of the

life cycle of the energy systems were simulated in the Global Emission Model of Integrated Systems (GEMIS)

software.

Another article compares specifically nuclear energy with solar photovoltaic energy (Fthenakisa and Kim, 2007),

the inventory information was gathered from literature and the only indicator analysed is GHG emissions. The

characteristics of the upstream energy supply were identified as a significant contributor to total GHG emissions

as these processes (particularly fuel enrichment and plant building) are very energy intensive. A comparative

study of three LCAs of nuclear energy (Beerten et al., 2009), which focussed in energy intensity and GHG

emission, reached similar conclusions.

There have been several articles which detail LCAs for electricity generation facilities in general, and NPPs in

particular, through the years. A few authors have thus felt the need to compile and review the information

from these LCAs and they have reached interesting conclusions. In (Lenzen, 2008) information on LWRs and

HWRs is gathered and the grade of the uranium ore used for the fuel was identified as one of the major

contributors for the aggravation of the only indicator studied, GHG emissions. A more recent article reviewed

167 case studies (Turconi et al., 2013b) for emission data for GHGs, NOx and SO2. The authors found that

GHG emissions could not be used as a single indicator to represent the complete environmental performance of

a system or technology and identified fuel enrichment as the process that most contributed to total emission.

In (Sovacool, 2008) the authors commented on the applicability and harmonisation of the 103 studies surveied:

”Thirty-nine percent of lifecycle studies reviewed were more than 10 years old. Nine percent, while quoted

in the literature were inaccessible. Thirty-four percent did not explain their research methodology, relied

completely on secondary sources, or were not explicit about the distribution of carbon-equivalent emissions

over the different stages of the nuclear fuel cycle. All in all, this meant that 81% of studies had methodological

shortcomings that justified excluding them from the assessment conducted here.” and ”Rather than detail the

complexity and variation inherent in the greenhouse gas emissions associated with the nuclear lifecycle, most

studies obscure it; especially those motivated on both sides of the nuclear debate attempting to make nuclear

energy look cleaner or dirtier than it really is.” The study also identified the quality of the uranium ore and

its distance from the reactor as major contributors to GHG emissions, the only indicator used.
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A harmonization of the available data for PWRs and BWRs was conducted (Warner and Heath, 2012) and

found that GHG emission for both were nearly identical. The article found the demand for electricity, mostly

due to uranium enrichment, and nuclear facility performance characteristics to be two of the factors that

most explain the variation in existing evaluations. Overall all review articles found great variability in the LCA

studies and all found the GHG intensity of the energy supply to be a determinant factor for the final result.

Furthermore the PWR was commonly used as a representative NPP. Nevertheless some authors also measured

the performance of the BWR and only a few studied HWRs. LCAs usualy limit their scope to GHG emissions

and to the study of PWRs due to lack of information.

3.2 MCDA - Other Applications

Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis is a very useful tool for analysing complex issues where there is a need to

reconcile divergent types of information, be it quantitative or qualitative, into one single, simple, result. We

have previously seen it applied to nuclear energy and in this Section we review some of its other applications

in the energy sector and in technology selection, among others.

When used to differentiate between desalinisation technologies in Egypt (Afify, 2010) the author applied MAVT

with and additive function. Six alternatives were evaluated according to five evaluation criteria, one of which

was qualitative. Values for each criterion were attributed, after performances were normalised, following a

linear function and weights were attributed according to four different scenarios.

MCDA was also used in Brazil, in Pernambuco, to aid in public strategic planing (Bana e Costa et al., 2014).

The Measuring Attractiveness by a Categorical Based Evaluation Technique (MACBETH) methodology, which

employs MAVT with an additive function, was applied. Several programs were classified into benefits versus

doability categories and, later, their implementation was prioritised, based on their value-for-effort, with the

help of the Portfolio Robustness Evaluation (PROBE) Decision Support System (DSS). The benefits were

determined based on three objectives, values for the performance of each program on each objective were

elicited using the M-MACBETH DSS as well as the weights for each objective. Values for doability were

elicited in the same manner.

An index for evaluating national energy security policies and performance was also created using MCDA

(Sovacool et al., 2011). Again, MAVT was applied but, this time, to a hierarchical additive function. The index

consists of five dimensions which are constituted by 20 individual components, the countries’ performances on

each were normalised and value was given on a relative basis following a linear scale from 0 (worst score) to

100 (best score). Although nothing is said on the weighting of dimensions or components it seems that all

dimensions have the same weight as do all components within one dimension.

MCDA models are also widely used to analyse and plan energy futures as has been proven in (Løken, 2007).

The author identifies MAVT (through an additive function); the analytical hierarchy process (AHP); different

goal programming (GP) approaches; and outranking models such as those of the Elimination and Choice

Expressing Reality (ELECTRE) or the Preference Ranking Organisation Method for Enrichment of Evaluations

(PROMETHEE) families as the main methodologies most commonly employed. In one example, (Afgan
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and Carvalho, 2008), the authors employ MAVT with an additive model to three economic sub-indicators,

one environmental sub-indicator and one social sub-indicator and obtain results for 7 different combinations

of weights for each sub-indicator allowing for some sensitivity analysis to the model. The model aims at

comparing hybrid energy systems on a sustainability basis.

Two further articles employ MAVT with an hierarchical additive model to evaluate options for the future energy

mix of Japan (Hong et al., 2013a) and to evaluate options for sustainable energy mixes in South Korea (Hong

et al., 2013b). Although different dimensions are used in each, both account for economic, environmental and

social criteria. Weights for the default scenario are attributed so that each criterion has the same impact on

the final score and each dimension has the same weight as the other dimensions that form the same criterion.

Values for the dimensions are given on a relative basis, after being normalised, following a linear scale from 0

(worst score) to 1 (best score). On the first article a sensitivity analysis is done by varying the weights of the

dimensions on a scenario basis. On both cases the model created is applied to different possible scenarios for

the continued development of the energy grid.

In a Greek case study four alternatives for the evolution of the electricity grid were evaluated using MCDA

and cost benefit analysis (Diakoulaki and Karangelis, 2007). The PROMETHEE methodology was applied to

8 quantitative evaluation criteria. Four scenarios were created to simulate possible decision maker preferences

concerning the weights of the criteria.

The application of MCDA to the selection problem proposed in this Project seems to perfectly suit the needs of

what would be the decision makers, the public. Furthermore MAVT is particularly popular within the literature

and, in concourse with an additive function, seems to provide the simplest and easiest to interpret alternative

for the decision makers. Nevertheless it is possible that a multiplicative function could better represent the

unavoidable interactions between the different criteria.

Stakeholders as Information Sources

The significance of public opinion and the inherent variability of value elicitation have been recognised since

the very beginnings of MCDA (Keeney, 1980) Chapter1. Uncertainty in the criteria weighting factors, and

uncertainty in the value scales assigned to each metric are two of the three main causes of uncertainty and

variability stated in (Price et al., 2013) which was reviewed earlier. In an issue so polarising as nuclear energy

these phenomena are even more significant.

There have been many proposals for tackling preference elicitation from multiple stakeholders, ranging from

simply using the median value since it agrees with the majority view of the group (Hokkanen et al., 1995)

to alternatives such as the Simos Revised Method, thoroughly explained in (Figueira and Roy, 2002), which

tries to remove some of the burden of producing numerical values from the decision makers. This method was

applied with the aid of interviewer-assisted questionnaire surveys in (Kodikara et al., 2010), on top of that the

median value was used as being representative.

Others see great value in the knowledge gained from the effort of achieving consensus (Bana e Costa et al.,

2014). In this article preferences were elicited in decision conferences, supported by technical actors, using
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the MACBETH methodology. The MACBETH methodology (Bana e Costa and Vansnick, 1994) aims at

transforming the cardinal measurement of values into verbal judgements of difference of attractiveness between

two alternatives, thus simplifying the process for decision makers.

Another way to internalize these inherent variabilities is to declare them as fuzzy sets. This is done for the

TOPSIS methodology, in a personnel selection application, by representing linguistic values as fuzzy numbers

(Kelemenis and Askounis, 2010). Triangular fuzzy numbers were considered. A similar approach has been

proposed for the MACBETH methodology by integrating a 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic representation model in an

application to automobile tire wastes (Dhouib, 2014).

Given the nature of the problem at hand it is questionable whether a consensus between representative

stakeholders is representative of the public will, or even possible. Under this scenario it seems interesting to

study the matter of preference elicitation and compare the results obtained by what is the current practice, to

use a few representative stakeholders, with a direct consultation of (at least a part of) the population itself.

To facilitate the process, this data could be recovered with the aid of on-line questionnaires which would force

the use of very simple methodologies. The results obtained could be processed, for example, through the

SMAA methodology (Tervoren and Figueira, 2008).
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Chapter 4

Model Description

The objective of this Thesis is to present Alternative Aggregation Methods (AAM), other than consensus

generation, in order to synthesise the perspectives of multiple decision makers. This enquiry is held under a

case study for NPP technology selection. As such, from what has been gathered from the literature review, an

MCDA model will be employed in order to summarise the public’s opinion. Apart from already being widely

used in the industry, the MCDA model presents itself as the prefered alternative because it can gather very

different types of inputs (that describe the different attributes of nuclear energy that have been presented),

translate them according to the value judgements of stakeholders and summarise them in one simple result.

4.1 Additive Model

A Simple Additive Function was chosen to represent the problem, under the MCDA framework, in light of its

simplicity and better understandability. In this model the overall value, or score, (Va) of each alternative (a)

is determined by the summation of the products of each alternative’s score (Vai) on any Criterion (i) by that

criterion’s Scaling Factor (wi). The formula that represents this calculation is as follows:

Va =
∑
i

wi × Vai
(4.1)

Thus, this model builds up the overall score of each alternative from their respective scores on each criterion.

The importance of each criterion in relation to any other is given by its scaling factor which is assessed from

the subjective preferences of the decision makers. The sum of all scaling factors should be equal to 1.

∑
i

wi = 1 (4.2)

The alternatives’ score is determined by plotting it’s objective, quantitative or qualitative, performance on a

value function, This value function is also generated from the decision makers’ preferences. By converting
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performances which may be measured in different metrics into value scores it becomes possible to summarise

the results into one single scale. Most of the literature however limits itself to assuming a linear value

function and plots the performances from worst (score 0) to best (score 100). If an effort is made however

to plot representative value functions and to determine ”neutral” (score 0) and ”good” (score 100) levels of

performance a much more precise and intelligible result will be obtained (Bana e Costa and Beinat, 2005).

4.2 Descriptive Criteria

For the case of NPP technologies four general Areas of Concern (AC) were identified: Safety (AC1) which

handles all aspects of potential harm that the operation of the NPP may introduce to the population; Security

(AC2) deals with the potential misuse of the nuclear fuel at any stage; Environmental Impact (AC3) analyses

the matter of resource consumption and, by inference, waste production; and Cost (AC4) analyses the NPP’s

lifetime cost of energy production.

These ACs are operationalised by five criteria. AC1 is operationalised by the minimisation of the Probability

of Large Release of Radioactivity (c1) and the maximisation of the Experience (c2) that the industry has with

any particular type of NPP. AC2 is operationalised by the minimisation of the production of fissile elements at

all stages of the different Fuel Cycles (c3). AC3 is operationalised by the minimisation of the NPP’s lifetime

Resource Consumption (c4) per unit of energy produced. And AC4 is operationalised by the minimisation of

the NPP’s LCOE (c5).

Naturally these criteria are not completely independent from each other but they were made to be so through

the specific characterisation of each, limiting thus their scope. The remainder of this Section will endeavour

to present and explain these criteria in further detail, the dimensions that build them up, and the rationale

behind the attribution of the Neutral and Good performance levels which will form the base for evaluating the

relative importance of each criterion.

Large Release of Radioactivity (c1)

The first criterion is safety related and is constituted by one dimension. It measures the probability that

a significant amount of radioactivity will be released to the environment as a consequence of an accident.

As introduced in Section 2.5, information on a NPP’s performance on this dimension, Large Release of

Radioactivity (d1), may be gathered from its level 2 PSA. This PSA is commonly developed by the NPP’s

designing entity and is required by most regulatory agencies around the world.

An alternative’s performance on this criterion is measured as a probability. The Neutral performance value for

this criterion was defined to be 10−5, one order of magnitude less than the maximum probability of a core

melt accident required by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) of the USA to licence a NPP design.

And the Good performance value was set at 10−7, one order of magnitude less than the ”best in class” NPP

performance for core damage frequency.
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Experience (c2)

The second criterion is also safety related and it is composed of two separate dimensions. This criterion

evaluates the commercial nuclear industry’s experience with operating a specific NPP design which varies

greatly as seen in Section 2.2. To this end this criterion is composed by the Design Generation (d2) dimension

which measures the industry”s experience with a given NPP design generation and may be measured in

reactor-years.

The criterion is also composed by a second dimension (d3), Model, which measures the industry”s experience

with a given NPP model. This dimension is also measured in reactor-years. Reactor-years are measured

by multiplying the number of reactors in a given category by their average time of operation (in years).

An alternative’s performance on the constructed criterion c2 is the sum of its performance on each of the

dimensions d2 and d3.

c2 = d2 + d3

This is a conceptual result with no objective meaning but that generates a number that can be then transferred

to this criterion’s value scale. From data present in Chapter 2 we find that a total of approximately 15247

reactor-years had been accrued by the industry at the end of 2013. While no exact performances have been

found, experience by NPP generation is largely in favour of Gen II NPPs, being that Gen I NPPs were relatively

few in number and Gen III NPPs are relatively young. On the other hand, if we extrapolate from the relative

number of the different types of NPPs, we find that PWRs represent about 68% and BWR represent 16% of

NPPs.

From these notions, and recognising that the law of diminishing returns applies to the experience gained from

operating an NPP, a Gen III BWR was chosen as indicative of the Neutral level of performance, with around

5,000 reactor-years of experience, and a Gen II PWR was chosen as indicative of a Good level of performance,

with around 20,000 reactor-years of experience.

Fuel Cycle (c3)

The third criterion is security related. c3 is composed of two qualitative dimensions, Fuel Type (d4) and

Reactor Neutronics (d5). Dimension d4 separates the NPP designs by the heavy metal on which their fuel

cycle is based: uranium or thorium. This allows for the evaluation of the geographical disposition of the heavy

metal in question as well as some insight into the proliferation resistance of the fuel cycle, given the intrinsic

properties of the isotopes in question.

The second dimension, d5, distinguishes NPP designs through the neutronics of their reactors as seen in

Section 2.3. If the amount of fissile material within the reactor core after the fuel has been spent is somewhat

smaller than it was to begin with, it is called a Converter. If there is more fissile material in the spent fuel than

there was in the new fuel rods than it is a Breeder. Burners, which merely consume the fissile material present

in the fuel rods, will not be contemplated as their use is mostly limited to research reactors or transmuter

reactors.

This dimension permits us to not only guage the radioactivity of the nuclear waste that will be produced, but
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also to take into consideration its isotopic composition and how it may be relevant in a fuel recycling scenario.

The two possibilities for each of these two dimensions allow for four possible evaluation levels, as in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Pictoric representation of the possible levels of the constructed criterion c3.

Of these evaluation levels one is not possible as natural thorium is not fissile. As such, thorium reactor are

breeders and the level of a converter rector based on thorium is crossed out. The remaining three evaluation

levels relate to the three fuel cycles introduced in Section 2.7. In order, they are: the Uranium Cycle, the

Uranium - Plutonium Cycle and the Thorium - Uranium Cycle. These performance levels present the following

characteristics:

• Uranium Cycle

– Fuel raw materials are more concentrated in some regions of the globe;

– Some plutonium (not weapons grade) is created in this fuel cycle;

– The fuel cycle can benefit from spent fuel reprocessing;

– Will always need new raw materials;.

• Uranium - Plutonium Cycle

– Fuel raw materials are more concentrated in some regions of the globe;

– Plutonium (not weapons grade) is created in this fuel cycle;

– For full effect the fuel cycle needs spent fuel reprocessing in order for it to be re-used;

– Has the potential to become a closed fuel cycle;

– Spent fuel is more radioactive than in other fuel cycles.

• Thorium - Uranium Cycle

– Better distribution of raw material used in the nuclear fuel;

– No weapons-viable nuclear materials are present in the fuel cycle;

– For full effect the fuel cycle needs spent fuel reprocessing in order for it to be re-used;

– Has the potential to become a closed fuel cycle;

– Spent fuel is less radioactive than in other fuel cycles.

According to the descriptions above and the benefits and costs that they entail, the Neutral performance value

for this criterion was defined to be the current norm, the Uranium Cycle, since it does not create a negative
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impact in the current status quoe. The Good performance value was determined to be the Thorium Cycle, due

to all the benefits that it brings, such as a more stable geopolitical outcome, better proliferation resistance,

less radioactive nuclear waste, and the possibility of recycling fuel with greater ease.

Resource Consumption (c4)

The criterion c4, is operationalised by the dimension Resource Consumption (d6) which acts as a measure of

environmental impact. It simultaneously evaluates resource depletion, it is specifically a metric for how much

fuel is needed to power the NPP; as well as waste production, which is necessarily greater if more fuel is used.

Resource Consumption is commonly used in the available literature as an absolute metric of the total amount

of heavy metal that the NPP is expected to consume over its lifespan. A revision to this metric is proposed

so that it may rather portray the amount of fuel used per unit of energy produced. This would allow for a

better comparison of NPP designs of different dimensions.

The performance on this criterion would thus be measured in tonnes per gigawatt hour. The Neutral per-

formance value for this criterion was defined to be 20 kg/GWh, the current average consumption for NPPs

using the widely disseminated Uranium Cycle (Wilson, 2011) and the Good performance value was set at 2

kg/GWh, representing a order of magnitude improvement on today’s average consumption. One should note

that breeder reactors can easily achieve these performance levels today.

LCOE (c5)

The final criterion, c5, is operationalised by the dimension LCOE (d7). The LCOE was explained in detail

in Section 2.8. It measures the overall lifetime cost of production of energy by a NPP and it is measured in

dollars per kilowatt hour. As can be seen from the following image 4.2, nuclear energy is estimated to have

one of the lowest production costs.

Figure 4.2: Projected LCOE for actual and planned coal (C), gas (G) nuclear (N), wind (W) and hydro (H)

power plants with assumed capital interest rates of 5% and 10%. Bars depict 10 and 90 percentiles and lines

extend to show minimum and maximum estimates. Data obtained from the Contribution of Working Group

III to the Fourth Assessment Report of the IPCC: Climate Change 2007 - Mitigation of Climate Change
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According to the information in figure 4.2, the Neutral performance value for this criterion was defined to

be the median cost of electricity production from NPPs at a 10% discount rate, 40 $/MWh; and the Good

performance value was defined as the ”best in class” performance achieved today, which is 25 $/M Wh.

The Neutral and Good performance levels were defined in order to correspond to current median and best in

class performances for the nuclear industry. A summary of these levels, along with the specific justification

behind their choice, may be found in Appendix G.

4.3 Value Elicitation

As has been stated throughout this chapter, the valuation of performances and criteria by the decision makers

is a focal point of MCDA. It is through this valuation that the obtained results gain meaning beyond that of

the metrics that are being analysed and it is this that allows for an optimal result to be determined for any

given set of decision makers.

The manner in which these values are elicited from the decision makers and how they are processed by the

model is of great scientific discussion. Different opinions have produced several different methodologies to do

so and for this Thesis the MACBETH methodology will be used.

Given the resources which would need to be committed to this endeavour in order to obtain the performances

of all NPP designs in all criteria and to then build a value function for each, the scope of this initial enquiry

on this matter will be limited to determining the scaling factors for each criterion. As such, this Thesis will

serve as a proof of concept to test the ideas here proposed and should latter be scaled up, if this is deemed

to be justified, in order to better study this matter.

MACBETH

The MACBETH methodology was chosen for several reasons, not least of which is the author’s familiarity

with it. The main benefit from this approach is that it is able to discern, from the decision makers’ value

judgements, cardinal information from what was initially merely ordinal information. No cardinal information

is asked from the decision makers. Instead the difference of attractiveness of two elements is judged using a

seven level semantic value scale as seen in figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Seven level semantic value scale employed in the MACBETH methodology.

Another asset of this methodology is the DSS which accompanies it, M-MACBETH, which not only aids in

the preference elicitation process but also checks the consistency of the decision makers’ value judgements.

The MACBETH methodology for determining scaling factors roughly consists on the following steps:

1. Obtain ordinal information from the decision makers.
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2. Fill a triangular value matrix with precardinal information obtained from the decision makers’ preferences.

• This is achieved by comparing one Reference Alternative with an Evaluated Alternative, whose

performances differ in the criterion that is being evaluated, and rating the difference in attractiveness

between them in the seven level semantic value scale.

3. Cardinal values are obtained from the precardinal information, which display the relative difference of

attractiveness between scaling factors.

The first step is achieved by asking the decision makers to order the criteria in ascending order of attractiveness;

this is achieved through the following question: ”How strong is your difference in preference from a Evaluated

Alternative with Neutral performances in all criteria and Good Performance in Criterion X, to a Reference

Alternative with Neutral Performances in all criteria?”. This procedure is repeated, by sequentially introducing

a Good Performance level into the Reference Alternative for each criterion, according to their attractiveness,

and the remaining value matrix is filled. Once all value judgements are deemed consistent by the DSS it

processes the data and returns cardinal information on the relative difference of attractiveness between the

scaling factors of the different criteria.

The result of this analysis will produce a set of scaling factors that mirror the experts’ preferences regarding

the value of improving the performance of each criterion’s performance from Neutral to Good, relative to all

other criteria.

Elicitation Procedures

To begin with, the experts were enquired so as to assess their preferences regarding the relative valuation of

the descriptive criteria. This information was be retrieved from each expert individually, by e-mail.

An explanatory presentation covering the descriptive criteria as well as the MACBETH methodology was

supplied, along with a form in which the information should be introduced. This information, each expert’s

value matrix, was then introduced into the M-MACBETH software and checked for inconsistencies. The

scaling factors retrieved from these value matrices were then validated by their respective experts. Once each

expert had validated his or hers set of scaling factors this step was considered to be finished.

Using the individual preferences of each expert, four AAM were calculated: Average (AAM1), Minimum

Greatest Distance (AAM2), Minimum R2 (AAM3) and Minimum Absolute Distances (AAM4). The

results of these AAMs were presented to the surveyed experts, unidentified, and they were asked to decide

whether one or more were acceptable as a group consensus result.

In the following chapter the results of these elicitation procedures as to the decision makers’ preferences

regarding the descriptive criteria that have been here introduced shall be presented, along with the AAM that

were chosen to facilitate the group consensus process and the experts’ preferences regarding them.
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Chapter 5

Results

According to the methodology described in the previous chapter, a comprehensive panel of representative

decision makers was arranged and their value judgements were surveyed. In this chapter the panel and its

constituents are described and the scaling factors obtained for each member of the panel are presented; a

summary of the panel’s scaling factors will also be laid out. Following, these individual scaling factors are

processed through four AAMs whose particular characteristics are also delineated. Finally the decision maker’s

perception of the aptness of the AAMs as consensus achieving tools is explored.

5.1 Panel and Scaling Factors

The decision makers chosen to constitute the panel represent the different stakeholders that would be involved

in a decision of this nature. Their academic and professional backgrounds ensure that the interests of the

energy sector, both producers and distributors of electricity; environmentalist groups, that intend to protect

the natural habitat that would surround the NPP; government, which may provide subsidies for NPP operators,

guarantee loans incurred for the construction of a NPP, and must make decisions regarding a country’s energy

strategy; economists, who aim for the financial security both of the NPP and of the energy market as a whole;

and the public, which lives with the benefits and risks of the NPP, are taken into account in the decision

making process.

As has been stated, opinions of more educated people regarding nuclear energy tend to be more positive and all

panelists hold a higher education degree. This last point however should not influence the overall outcome as

the objective is not to evaluate nuclear energy against other sources of energy, but simply to evaluate different

descriptive criteria between themselves and the acceptability of AAM for generating group consensus results.

The panel is comprised of seven decision makers who, while not identified by name, will be briefly presented

in a short bio:

• Panelist A - Has an academic background in engineering with subsequent post-graduate degrees in

management. Has served as a director and administrator of companies in the energy sector.
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• Panelist B - Has an academic background in finance, with a PhD. in economics. Currently works as a

university professor and administrator of companies in the energy and environment sectors.

• Panelist C - Has a PhD. in economics and is currently a university professor, specialised in matters

regarding regulation.

• Panelist D - Has an academic background in biotechnology and genetics, with a post-graduate degree

in social management. Currently manages several biotech startups.

• Panelist E - University professor of humanities and history, with academic management experience.

• Panelist F - University professor with research regarding regulation and environmental economics.

• Panelist G - Holds a PhD. in finance, with relevant research in the area. Has management experience

in companies of the industrial and transport sectors.

Through the procedures described in the previous chapter these decision makers were enquired as to their

preferences regarding the scaling factors of the descriptive criteria C1 - Probability of Large Release of

Radioactivity, C2 - Experience, C3 - Fuel Cycle, C4 - Resource Consumption and C5 - Levelized Cost

Of Electricity. As can be seen from the data in Figure 5.1, apart from two of the decision makers, who

have similar backgrounds, there was great variability in the scaling factors obtained from the decision makers’

preferences and it is questionable that they could have been arranged into like-minded groups.

Figure 5.1: Scaling Factors obtained through each decision makers’ value matrix.

The preferences of panelists A and B reveal scaling factors that reflect their experience in management

positions at a big Portuguese energy sector company. Both value more C1 [LRR], since any accident would be

the responsibility of the NPP operator; next they value C5 [LCOE], since cost is paramount for the financial

stability of the industry; and third, already significantly less than the previously stated, they value C2 [Exp],

partly for the same reasons as C1 [LRR], but also due to operational benefits.
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Panelist C values the criteria C2 [Exp], C3 [FC] and C5 [LCOE] in a similar fashion, giving greater preponderance

to C5 [LCOE] thanks to his economics background. The second most important criterion is C4 [RC], by tradeoff

with criterion C1 [LRR], which he values the lowest (when compared to the remaining decision makers), because

he trusts the current regulation and feels that the Good Performance level is much too demanding.

Panelist D has studied the energy sector, including nuclear energy, and feels very strongly towards the Thorium

Cycle and Breeder technology. This is patent in the scaling factors attributed to him as a shift from Neutral

Performance to Good Performance in C3 [FC] and C4 [RC] are each more than twice as important as the same

move in any other criterion and, together, both account for a weight of over two thirds in his Global Value.

Being from a humanities background, Panelist E chose to value the Safety related criteria, C1 [LRR] and C2

[Exp] the most. A move from Neutral Performance to Good Performance in any one is worth more than the

same move in the other tree combined.

The (still) recent nuclear accident in Fukushima, Japan, certainly influences the perspective of most people

towards nuclear energy. It did so in particular with Panelist F shifting his focus from the Criteria C3 [FC] and

C4 [RC], more closely related to his comfort zone (in the sense that the fuel cycle influences the radioactivity

of nuclear wastes), towards criterion C1 [LRR].

Panelist G presents the highest valuation of a single criterion by any panelist, a move from Neutral Performance

to Good Performance in C1 [LRR] is valued as almost twice as important as the same scenario in the second

most relevant criterion, C3 [FC]. The third most valuable criterion is C5 [LCOE], values in less than a third of

criterion C1 [LRR], still more than the remaining criteria.

The MACBETH methodology in based in a semantic value scale which facilitates the retrieval of value judge-

ments from decision makers but leaves some room for interpretation and all resulting information (in this case,

scaling factors) must be validated ex post by the decision makers from a set of intervals that are presented:

A roundup of these congruency intervals may be found in Appendix H.

This means that the resulting scaling factors are not the only solution which is congruent with the decision

makers’ value judgements and it could be possible to arrange a set of scaling factors that were, at least

theoretically, congruent with the value judgements of all decision makers.

This was not the case however for this particular scenario, due to the conflicting perspectives of the decision

makers that were called upon. It could be possible, as an example, to group Panelists A, B and C in the

criteria C2 [Exp], C3 [FC] and C5 [LCOE], but they have completely different and opposing opinions regarding

the criteria C1 [LRR] and C4 [RC]. Other groupings are possible within this panel, but none as robust as the

example given above.

Taking into account the Neutral and Good levels of Performance which have been defined, C1 [LRR] presents

itself as the most significant criterion, while the remaining criteria are valued more or less similarly. It would

seem that, on average, increasing he performance of C1 [LRR] from 10−5 to 10−7 is about twice as important

as increasing the performance of any other criterion from its Neutral Performance to its Good Performance.

And C2 [Exp] is the criterion in which the decision makers demonstrate greater consensus, as demonstrated
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by the low value of its average deviation, although, in relative terms, the average deviation of C1 [LRR] is

1p.p. lower than that of C2 [Exp], as can be seen in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Summary of the scaling factors obtained from the decision makers’ preferences. Values are

rounded to the nearest unit.

C1 [LRR] C2 [Exp] C3 [FC] C4 [RC] C5 [LCOE]

Average 32% 17% 17% 15% 18%

Average Deviation 10% 6% 9% 10% 10%

Relative Average Deviation 32% 33% 50% 63% 56%

The results obtained from the decision makers’ preferences reveal, as had been initially predicted and could

be inferred simply by the way in which nuclear energy is treated by the media, a greater concern regarding C1

[LRR], one of the Safety criteria. Nevertheless C2 [Exp] does not reveal the same trend, certainly, in part, due

to its abstract nature which limits its intelligibility and, consequently, the decision makers’ understanding of

it. Still, combined, both Safety criteria account for almost half of any NPP’s contribution towards its Global

Value.

Keeping with what has always been the norm when dealing with nuclear energy, these results present great

variability, up to 63% in C4, which may be explained not only by the polarising nature of the topic but also

by the different backgrounds of the decision makers, which steered them towards a greater valuation of the

criteria more closely related to their field.

5.2 Alternative Aggregation Methods

When dealing with multiple decision makers, or topics that are particularly polarising, achieving a consensus

decision may not be possible. As differing interests clash, looking beyond a pure consensus and employing

AAMs, whose adequateness has been proven, and that reflect the stakeholders’ preferences, may be the most

reasonable compromise towards achieving a workable solution for the decision problem at hand.

The employ of automatic AAM implies certain value judgements regarding the valuation of the deviation

encountered in each decision maker’s scaling factors (Garcia et al., 2012). In this dissertation four AAMs will

be introduced so that a spectrum of these different assumption are covered, as described bellow. These AAM

intend to be easily understandable and to form a basis for evaluating the feasibility of this procedure.

• Average (AAM1) - Calculates the average value of the decision makers’ scaling factors in each criterion

and rescales them so that they sum up to 100%.

• Minimum Greatest Distance (AAM2) - Calculates the midpoint between the lowest and highest of

the scaling factors given by the decision makers and rescales the results so that they sum up to 100%.

• Minimum R2 (AAM3) - Minimises the sum of the square of the deviations between the average value

of any scaling factor and the scaling factors of all decision makers, for all five criteria, ensuring that they

sum up to 100%.
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• Minimum Absolute Distances (AAM4) - Minimises the sum of the absolute values of the deviations

between the average value of any scaling factor and the scaling factors of all decision makers, for all five

criteria, ensuring that they sum up to 100%.

AAM1 presents a simple arithmetic mean of the decision makers’ proposed scaling factors; it is a direct and

easily understandable metric that should be agreeable with most decision makers. AAM2 aims at minimising

the loss of the decision maker that presents the most extreme value for each criterion, only the lowest and

greatest values proposed are taken into account so that, effectively, in this case, 5 of the decision makers have

no input into the final result obtained through this aggregation method. Both are calculated individually for

each criterion and must, therefore, be rescaled in order to ensure that they sum up to 100%.

AAM3 and AAM4 on the other hand present a more holistic view. Results for these AAMs were obtained

by applying restrictions so that all scaling factors were positive and summed up to 100%; the Generalised

Reduced Gradient Nonlinear Solving Method for nonlinear optimisation was applied by MS Excel’s Solver Add

In. The AAMs differ in their valuation of deviations, AAM4 considers every percentage point of deviation to

be of equal value whilst AAM3, by squaring the deviations, attributes greater value to larger deviations.

Taking into account the individual results that have been presented, the four AAMs were calculated, these

results are summarised in Figure 5.2. Surprisingly, given the different deviation valuation methods that were

introduced, the results of the AAMs are not as disparate as the individual scaling factors might initially suggest.

Comparing these results with the average values introduced earlier (equivalent to those of AAM2), the remain-

ing AAMs tend to attribute greater value to C1 [LRR] and C2 [Exp] and less value to the criteria C3 [FC] and

C4 [RC]. The criterion C5 [LCOE] seems to present a relatively robust result between all four AAMs. AAM2

is also at one of the extremes for all criteria, opposed by AAM4.

AAM4 and AAM2 find themselves at the extremes for all five criteria, this happens due to their differing

valuations of extreme observations. AAM2 attributes great importance to extreme valuations, seeking to

minimise the most extreme loss that any decision maker could feel in any criterion so it is likely to skew its

results towards outliers. AAM4 gives no special consideration consideration to extreme observations and so it

is the AAM that least values them, which positions its results at the opposing point from AAM2.

Figure 5.2: Scaling Factors obtained through the application of each AAM.

If one were to adopt a Game Theory perspective one would be faced with a cooperative game and these
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AAMs would represent an effort towards discovering the nucleolus of its solution space, based upon different

assumptions regarding the decision makers’ sociocultural preferences.

5.3 Aptness of the Alternative Aggregation Methods

The decision makers were individually confronted, in person, by e-mail and telephone, with the results of the

AAMs and asked to select the one that they would most comfortably accept as a consensus decision. Figure

5.3 summarises the position of each decision maker relative to each AAM, for all criteria.

As may easily be seen, for Panelists A, B and E, AAM 4 represents the best fit as it is closest to their individual

scaling factors for all criteria. Indeed, this was the alternative of their choosing and, in this way, both decision

makers choose the option that maximises the value of C1 [LRR] and C2 [Exp]. One must remember that for

C5 [LCOE] the results for all AAMs are very tightly clustered together, with only 1p.p. between them.

Figure 5.3: Scaling Factors obtained through each decision makers’ value matrix.

For different reasons, Panelists C, D, and F selected AAM 2 as their preferred option. For Panelist C, although

it is not his absolute best option, as may be seen in Table 5.2, the difference did not prove to be significant

and was preferable to the tradeoff in C1 [LRR]. For Panelists D and F, AAM2 is the alternative that best

represents their initial scaling factors and best answers their environmental concerns.

Nonetheless, Panelist D voiced the most apprehension regarding accepting any of the AAMs. As we may see,

also in Table 5.2, although AAM2 is Panelist D’s best option., its overall deviation from his initial scaling

factors is greater than that of the worst alternative for any of the remaining panelists.

In the case of Panelist G, his choice of AAM1 is not theoretically the best. But exactly as with panelist C,

the difference between his best and worst choice, overall, is only 3 percentage points and he demonstrated a

preference towards having the criteria C2 [Exp] and C3 [FC] closer to his initial scaling factors.
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Table 5.2: Total deviations from each Panelist’s scaling factors relative to all AAMs as measured by the

absolute distance between them, in percentage points. Highest values in italic and minimums in bold.

Panelist A Panelist B Panelist C Panelist D Panelist E Panelist F Panelist G

AAM1 39% 35% 57% 73% 47% 15% 45%

AAM2 50% 46% 58% 62% 56% 12% 44%

AAM3 39% 35% 57% 73% 47% 15% 45%

AAM4 31% 28% 60% 81% 39% 23% 42%

Max ∆ 19% 18% 3% 19% 17% 11% 3%

From these results it is clear that there is no consensus regarding the preferred AAM to summarise the panel’s

scaling factors. As with the initial attribution of value judgements, the decision makers tended to adopt a self

centred perspective and select the AAM that most closely resembled their feelings and experience.

Within the limited variability of the AAMs, in relation to the individual scaling factors, the decision makers

flocked either to the option that most valued the Safety criteria, C1 [LRR] and C2 [Exp], or to the option that

most valued the Security, C3 [FC], and Environmental, C4 [RC], criteria, being that C5 [LCOE] is relatively

constant in all AAMs. Only Panelist G opted for a more neutral aproach, through AAM1.

Upon analysing these results a further AAM was tested, with the intention of producing a set of results that

would be As Congruent as Possible with the DMs’ initial preferences. To this end an effort was made in

order to minimise the absolute deviation from this AAM’s scaling factors to the closest congruency limit, as

per the values in Appendix H.

The results obtained from this AAM did not significantly add or detract from the available pool, they fell

within current limits for the criteria C2 [Exp), 18%, C4 [FC], 13% and C5 [LCOE], 17%. A greater value

was attributed to the criterion C1 [LRR], 37%, and a lower than as yet registered value was attributed to the

criterion C3 [FC], 15%.

Still, it would be important to check the scaling factors of these AAMs with the actual performances of the

evaluated alternatives. Depending on these it could very well be that changing AAMs would not affect the

final result and, thus, the question whether one or another is preferable is mute (in practical terms).

If this is not the case however, and even if there is no consensus as to which AAM to employ, these AAMs could

still contribute towards a solution by serving as guides in a group decision setting. By using these AAMs ex

ante one could limit the scope of the discussion to within their minimum and maximum ranges and contribute

towards a more focused discussion of the scaling factor values.

This would be particularly useful if one were to consider, as an example, a group decision scenario resembling

a public consultation. In this case a consensus between hundreds of decision makers would be impossible but,

by employing a methodology similar to that here described, AAMs could provide a basis, representative of the

public’s preferences, upon which group of experts may work to achieve a final result.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This Dissertation arose in a very eco-conscient scenario, at a time when the public’s opinion towards nuclear

energy is starting to recover from the impact it suffered after the Fukushima Daichi accident in 2011. Given

the advantages and disadvantages of nuclear energy, which have been covered in Section 1.1 as well as in

Appendix A, it assumes that nuclear energy is a viable option for the future energy mix. Most nuclear reactors

in operation are Generation II PWRs, BWRs or HWRs which are nearing their end of life. A decision on

whether to extend the operational lifetime of these plants or to build new Generation III+ has, thus, to be

made. One factor that increases uncertainty related to NPP construction is the action of the public, which

might intercede in order to halt construction if it does not support the NPP. In order to assess this risk it is

imperative that the public’s perception of the different nuclear technologies be gauged and, if possible, that

decisions be made accordingly.

From the analysis of the public’s perceptions on nuclear energy in Section 2.9 and the study of nuclear

energy and the issues that concern it, in Sections 2.3 to 2.7, four main areas of concern that could be

used to differentiate between technologies were identified: Safety, which could be evaluated by a NPP’s C1

Probability of Large Release of Radioactivity as well as the C2 Experience that each technology/generation

(type of nuclear reactor) has; Security, which could be evaluated by the Neutronics of the reactor, whether it

is a Burner, a Converter or a Breeder, and by the C3 Fuel Cycle it employs; Environmental Impact, which

could be evaluated by a reactor’s C4 Resource Consumption; and Cost, which is evaluated by the reactor’s

C5 Levelised Cost Of Electricity production. Neutral and Good Performance levels were attributed to each

criterion (Appendix G) so that they may serve as a basis for their valuation; each criterion was as thoroughly

described as possible in order to limit their scope to such a point that they were independent from each other.

A Multi-Attribute Value Theory framework, employing a additive function, was chosen in order to make the

resulting model more intelligible. Value elicitation for the scaling factors attributed to each of these criteria

was held under the MACBETH methodology and resulted in a greater valuation of the Criterion C1 [LRR].

All other criteria, allowing for some variability, were valued practically equally and criterion C1 [LRR] was

considered to be almost twice as relevant as any other criterion. The Safety Area of Concern was found to be,

considering the average result from all of the DMs scaling factors, almost as important as all others combined.

C2 [Exp] is the criterion in which the DMs demonstrate greater consensus, as demonstrated by the low value
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of its average deviation, although, in relative terms, the average deviation of C1 [LRR] is 1p.p. lower than

that of C2 [Exp]. Keeping with what has always been the norm when dealing with nuclear energy, these results

present great variability, up to 63% in C4, which may be explained not only by the polarising nature of the

topic but also by the different backgrounds of the DMs, which steered them towards a greater valuation of

the criteria more closely related to their field.

Using the individual preferences of each expert, four AAM were calculated: Average (AAM1); Minimum

Greatest Distance (AAM2); Minimum R2 (AAM3); and Minimum Absolute Distances (AAM4). These

AAms may be understood, from a Game Theory perspective, as an effort towards discovering the nucleolus

of a cooperative game’s solution space, based upon different assumptions regarding the decision makers’

sociocultural preferences. Surprisingly, given the different deviation valuation methods that were introduced,

the results of the AAMs are not as disparate as the individual scaling factors might initially suggest. The

criterion C5 [LCOE] presents a robust result between all four AAMs and the remaining criteria fell within

relatively small amplitudes. However, as with the initial attribution of value judgements, the decision makers

tended to adopt a self centred perspective and select the AAM that most closely resembled their feelings and

experience. There was no consensus regarding the preferred AAM to summarise the panel’s scaling factors.

The DMs polarised either around the option that most valued the Safety criteria, C1 [LRR] and C2 [Exp],

or the option that most valued the Security, C3 [FC], and Environmental, C4 [RC], criteria. A further AAM

was tested, but only after the initial AAMs had been presented to the DMs. It intended to produce results

that would be As Congruent as Possible with the DMs’ initial preferences. The results obtained from this

AAM did not significantly add or detract from the available solution space. Even if there is no consensus as to

which AAM to employ, these AAMs could still contribute towards a solution by serving as guides in a group

decision setting. By using these AAMs ex ante one could limit the scope of the discussion to within their

minimum and maximum ranges and contribute towards a more focused discussion of the scaling factor values.

This would be particularly useful if one were to consider, as an example, a group decision scenario resembling

a public consultation. In this case a consensus between hundreds of decision makers would be impossible but,

by employing a methodology similar to that here described, AAMs could provide a basis, representative of the

public’s preferences, upon which group of experts may work to achieve a final result.

This Dissertation was held under a case study of NPP technology selection but there was never any expectation

that this could be a real decision problem and this surely limited the DMs commitment towards the project

and may have influenced, at least partially, their choices. By not evaluating the NPP’s performances in each

criterion it became impossible to assess the magnitude of the impact of switching between AAMs. Depending

on these it could very well be that changing AAMs would not affect the final result and, thus, the question

whether one or another is preferable is mute. Another setback of tackling such a complex problem was that

the DMs had little to no prior knowledge of the matter at hand which imposed a greater need to correctly

and completely inform them on the technical subjects being discussed, both regarding to nuclear energy and

to MCDA. Finally, it was impossible to schedule a decision conference with all DMs, even after months of

trying. This decision conference could have helped to understand how the consensus process could have helped

towards finding a common set of scaling factors and how it might differ from the proposed AAMs. Having a

consensus result with which to confront the AAM’s results could have significantly benefited this Dissertation

and an effort towards this end was made, but such was the complexity of uniting seven DMs that it was

impossible.
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The body of knowledge herein could greatly benefit from the contribution of further research and continued

application on new decision problems; and it is of particular interest due to the divergent ramifications that

such research could take. In the MCDA area, as has been stated, research could and should continue in order

to contravene some of the limitations this Dissertation has encountered, it could prove relevant to apply this

methodology to a real decision problem, with DM commitment, and in which the alternatives’ performances

are known, so that the decision making process may be carried out to fulfilment. On the other hand, from

a nuclear energy perspective, there still remains a pertinent question in want of an answer. The model here

employed was validated not only by the seven DMs but also by an independent expert from the Technical

University of Munich, if performances could be found for all or some of the alternatives under consideration and

these or other scaling factors were to be used, one would be perfectly poised to answer the question at hand.

And lastly, from a more theoretical perspective, and of great relevance according to the available literature,

transforming this elicitation procedure into a public consultation, and recognising it for the statistical matter

it is, could revolutionise the field. Taking each scaling factor as an observation and combining them into a

statistical distribution, much like one would in a Monte Carlo Simulation, could introduce great complexity

(especially if scaling factors and performance functions are considered) but it would generate more accurate,

and certainly more knowledgeable results.
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Appendix A

Global Energy Outlook

Since the advent of Man energy has been an inextricable factor in his continuous growth, development and,

with particular respect for more current times, comfort (Herrerias et al., 2013), (Niu et al., 2013), (Dincer

and Rosen, 2013) and (Schlör et al., 2012). During this section historical trends in energy production and

consumption will be outlined and a general idea as to how these may unfold in the medium to long term will

be proposed based on predictions from leading governmental and non-governmental institutions.

Following, the specific case of electricity trends and production mix will be tackled and special attention will be

given to three sources of electricity: Fossil Fuels, New Renewables and Nuclear Energy. Exploring the relative

advantages and disadvantages of each will permit a close analysis of their potential use.

A.1 Energy Supply and Demand

As we can see from the graphs on figure A.1 both the production of primary energy and the consumption of

energy have grown steadily in the last forty years with increased dependency on natural gas, nuclear energy

and coal whose preponderance in the production mix has increased in detriment to crude oil. As for the final

consumption graph A.1b shows an increase in the relative consumption of natural gas, electricity and new

renewable sources of energy, again in detriment to crude oil.

(a) World total primary energy supply

from 1971 to 2011 by fuel (Mtoe)

(b) World total final consumption from

1971 to 2011 by fuel (Mtoe)

Figure A.1: World total primary energy supply and final consumption from 1971 to 2011 by fuel (Mtoe).

Data obtained from the International Energy Agency’s Key World Statistics 2013
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From the same document we see that 79% of the final consumption of crude oil is destined to transportation

and non-energy uses and, as such, not under the scope of this analysis.

Current consensus is that energy consumption will follow its historical growth trend globally (IEA, 2013),

(IAEA, 2013a) as well as in Europe (EURATOM and for Energy, 2008) albeit, more moderately. These

scenarios are clear in figure A.2.

(a) World total primary energy supply outlook until

2035 (Mtoe)

(b) Europe total primary energy supply outlook until 2030

(Mtoe)

Figure A.2: Total Primary Energy Supply by fuel. Data obtained from (a) the International Energy Agency’s

Key World Statistics 2013 and (b) the European Commission Directorat-General for Energy’s, EU Energy

trends to 2030

There is also a consensus, although with higher uncertainty, that the energy mix will shift from fossil fuels unto

renewable energy sources with a expected high growth rate for new renewables. Nuclear energy is expected to

grow substantially on a global scale and to, at least, keep its current generation capacity in Europe as can be

seen on figure A.2b.

A.2 Electricity

Electricity as a secondary energy source is a non storable, versatile, comodity with little to no environmental

impact at the consumption stage (Grathwohl, 1982). Since electricity’s production and consumption operate

in a ”just in time” fashion given that it may not be conveniently stored it is important that any given electricity

generation and distribution system be composed of a diversified mix of electricity generating technologies so

that it may be able to efficiently respond to end user demand whilst guaranteeing its own short-term balance,

security and reliability.

This means that the production mix should be such that it is able to comply with a demand that fluctuates in

various time horizons (yearly, monthly and daily), semi-randomly, in such a way that base load, intermediate

load and peak load demand are satisfied through a robust system capable of dealing with extreme demand

peaks and unpredictable demand shortfalls (IEA, 2001).

Electricity generation has, since the industrial revolution, relied heavily on fossil fuels and this remains the

case today but there has been an increasing preponderance of other energy sources, such as nuclear power

and hydro power as well as various new renewable energy sources in the electricity production mix as can be
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seen in figure A.3b. The profile of electricity consumption is also changing, having shifted from industry to

commerce, agriculture and household consumption, represented by ”Others” in figure A.3a, even though it

has always been reasonably evenly split between both.

(a) Total final consumption from 1971 to 2011 by

sector (Mtoe)

(b) World electricity generation from 1971 to 2011 by

fuel (TWh)

Figure A.3: World electricity consumption, by sector, and generation, by fuel, from 1971 to 2011. Data

obtained from the International Energy Agency’s Key World Statistics 2013

The relative importance of electricity as a high quality energy carrier and secondary energy source has also

changed, accounting today for almost double the relative final consumption of energy that it did in 1971. This

share is not only larger in more developed countries but it has also increased more rapidly there, in the period

between 1971 and 2011, than in less developed countries. This consumption chasm is particularly evident

when considering per capita consumption, the aggregation of the whole of Europe, the Americas, Oceania and

Japan consume, per capita, almost four times as much energy as Africa, Asia and the Middle East according

to data from the IEA (IEA, 2011).

This fact is of particular importance once analysed under the knowledge that it is exactly those less developed

countries that are expected to have greater population growth (United Nations and Division, 2013). As these

countries’ population increases and they strive to achieve comfort levels comparable to those existing today in

more developed countries it seems unlikely that policies aimed to promote energy efficiency will do more than

curb the growth of energy consumption in developed countries having little effect on a global scale.

A.3 Fossil Fuels

Fossil fuels, oil, natural gas, coal and lignite, have been indissociable from energy and electricity generation

since the industrial revolution and are preponderant in world energy consumption, accounting for 68% of

primary sources of energy for electricity production in 2011 (IEA, 2013). As energy consumption increases so

does the consumption of fossil fuels as is evidenced by the graphs on figure A.4 concerning natural gas.

Natural gas production and consumption has grown at a greater and much steadier rate than that of oil and

coal as it has ushered in a new stage of cleaner (IPCC, 2007), more efficient (Woudstra et al., 2010) power

plants. Additional data on the production and consumption of oil and coal reveal the same trend.

Meanwhile the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has determined that anthropogenic green

house gases (GHG) emissions are the major contributor to climate change (IPCC, 2013) and has identified the
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(a) Natural gas production from 1971 to 2011 by

region (billion cubic meters)

(b) Total final consumption from 1971 to 2011 by

sector (Mtoe)

Figure A.4: Natural gas production by region and total final consumption by sector from 1971 to 2011. Data

obtained from the International Energy Agency’s Key World Statistics 2013

production of secondary energy sources through the combustion of fossil fuels as the most important source

of GHG being responsible for 26% of these and the one that has had the most significant growth (IPCC,

2007), see figure A.5 for a reference. Apart from GHG emissions coal power plants are responsible for higher

amounts of radiation emissions, during plant operation, than nuclear power plants due to impurities released

in the form of ash (Hvistendahl, 2007). These are however still negligible amounts considering the capacity of

the human body to deal with radiation.

Figure A.5: World CO2 emissions from 1971 to 2011 by fuel (Mt of CO2). Data obtained from the

International Energy Agency’s Key World Statistics 2013

The availability of sufficient fossil fuel reserves is uncertain but these are generally assumed to be sufficient

for the following decades. Estimates suggest time to depletion to be around 35 - 40, 107 - 200 and 37 - 70

years for oil, coal and natural gas respectively, at 2006 consumption levels (Shafiee and Topal, 2009a).

The fact that almos two thirds of these reserves are located in North America, the Middle East, China and

Russia (UEA, 2012) make the availability of fuel reserves a major contributing factor for the volatility of fossil

fuel prices (Shafiee and Topal, 2008). This historical volatility in fossil fuel prices (Shafiee and Topal, 2009b)

(Garćıa-Martosa et al., 2013), with fuel costs responsible for almost one third of the final cost of electricity

(IEA, 2013), has a defining role in the final economic performance of a power plant.
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A.4 New Renewables

Demand for renewable sources of energy has risen steadily in the last decade and accounted in 2011 for an

estimated 19% of the global energy consumption (REN21, 2013) with 9.4pp of this coming from traditional

biomass, used mostly for cooking in developing countries, 3.7pp coming from hydro power and 0.8pp coming

from bio fuels. It is the remaining 5.2pp of world consumption that are of particular interest in this analysis

since, of the sources presented above, only hydro power serves the same function as nuclear power but this is

a mature technology with an established place in European and worldwide energy production mix.

The remaining contributions are from geothermal, new biomass and solar production of heat, 4.1pp and wind,

solar, geothermal and new biomass power generation, 1.1pp. It is on these sources of energy that this report

will focus in the following section.

New renewable sources of energy are hindered by their intermittent nature being that a very high level of

reserve capacity is needed for the system to be able to respond to demand in periods when primary energy

supply is low (Strbaca et al., 2007) and market penetration is also limited (Hirth, 2013) given that it increases

the average price of electricity and the price volatility (Milstein and Tishler, 2010). Their employability is also

conditional to location.

Solar Power

Solar power can be harnessed in order to produce both heat, thermal solar power and electricity, solar pho-

tovoltaic (PV) and it may be harnessed with hybrid systems which can produce both such as concentrated

solar thermal power (CSP). Worldwide installed capacity of solar PV reached the milestone of 100GW in

2012, Europe is by far the most eager proponent having installed 57% of all new PV capacity in 2012 which

accounted for 37% of its capacity installation in the same year (REN21, 2013).

The very high increase in installed PV capacity registered this decade is mostly due to the installation of

big power plants which has centralized the production of PV electricity from 90% provenient from off-grid

sources (smal producers) two decades ago to 1% today (REN21, 2013). SCP is a less diffused technology,

with 2,550MW of installed capacity in 2012, which has more diverse applications since it is a hybrid system

which can both produce heat and electricity particularly useful for heating and cooling for industrial processes

or desalination.

Solar energy technology has further specific issues to deal with apart from those common to other new

renewable energy sources such as resource depletion, end of life disposal and substantial land use during

energy production (Dubey et al., 2013).

Wind Power

Electricity generation through wind power is mainly differentiated between onshore and offshore installations

and it is the renewable energy source with the fastest growing intalled capacity worldwide having almost
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283GW been installed, with a 19% increase from 2011 to 2012 (REN21, 2013). Europe has the largest

installed capacity, 106GW, and wind power installed capacity registered the second largest growth rate in

the region, 26.5% (REN21, 2013). The same trend of centralised production, to take advantage of scale

economies, witnessed in solar power remains true for wind power with about only 0.02% of global production

coming from off-grid sources.

Although largely recognised as one of the main sources of clean energy for the future wind power faces some

public concern over the visual impact of the turbines and the noise they generate (Grauthoff, 1991). For

this reason new installations are shifting to offshore locations which have the added advantage of supplying a

more abundant, stronger and more consistent source of energy but also incur in higher costs of production,

installation and maintenance (Perveen et al., 2014).

Others

Apart from these two main sources briefly described power may also be extracted from tides, waves, geothermal

sources and many others but these are usually very localised and, as such, have a very limited growth potential

and a merely marginal contribution to global energy production (Grathwohl, 1982) and will not be further

analysed in this report.

A.5 Nuclear Energy

Nuclear energy is mainly transformed into electricity or heat and, since it requires a very large initial investment,

it is mostly found in developed economies, as may be seen in figure A.6, but this does not seem to be the case

any longer as new nuclear projects are being comissioned all around the world (IAEA, 2013a). In 2012 nuclear

energy accounted for 7% of world electrical installed capacity and for 11.3% of its electricity production.

Figure A.6: Nuclear production from 1971 to 2011 by region (TWh). Data obtained from the International

Energy Agency’s Key World Statistics 2013

North America and Western Europe are the main areas where this technology is used, the United States of

America have the largest installed capacity with over 102 GWe at the end of 2012 and France is the country

where nuclear energy production has the largest impact in the energy mix, 74.8% of total production, also for

2012. Together both these countries hold over 44% of the worlds total installed capacity (IAEA, 2013a).
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Apart from the overwhelming amounts of capital required to build a nuclear reactor this technology also faces

some resistance from the public (Kettunen et al., 2007) due to safety concerns, fear the the plant will suffer

some kind of accident and either suffer a core melt down or release radioactivity to its surroundings; security

concerns, fear that the nuclear power plant itself might be used with nefarious intentions or that the radioactive

wast might be employed with bellicose intentions; and environmental concerns, fears that the extraction of

fuel and disposal of waste may detrimentally impact the environment (EC, 2008).

The exploitation of nuclear power has however proven itself a reliable source of energy with over half a century

of operation in different countries who employ different technologies. The industry continues to be, as its risk

prone nature demands, the most highly regulated on earth and safety and security track records are generally

positive. Nuclear energy has the added advantage of releasing very low amounts of GHGs during operation

(Turconi et al., 2013a).

As far as fuel extraction and transportation nuclear energy also has an advantage due to the nuclear fuels’ high

energy density, the combustion of one atom of carbon frees 4eV; the fission of one nucleus of uranium-235

originates 200,000,000eV. This translates to one fuel pellet of uranium oxide ( 2.2cm3) containing the same

amount of energy as 807Kg of coal, 50 barrels of oil or 481m3 of natural gas. Thus nuclear energy helps to

improve energy security not only by diversifying the fuel mix but also by being a more locally available raw

material (Nian and Chou, 2014).

The longevity of uranium reserves is however very hard to estimate since it varies with assumptions on the

supply side, such as uranium market characteristics (Kahouli, 2011), mine output and extraction technology

(Gabriel et al., 2013a), and on the demand side, such as the growth of installed capacity and the composition

of the nuclear fleet (Gabriel et al., 2013b). Figures vary drastically from a worst case scenario of a few decades

(Dittmar, 2013), to more than one century (Gabriel et al., 2013b), to the best case scenario of several thousand

years (Fetter, 2009) when reprocessing and/or uranium extraction from the oceans are considered.

A.6 The Case for Nuclear Energy

With an expected marked growth in global energy, and especially electricity, consumption and a growing

awareness of the urgency of curtailing GHG emissions in order to limit the impacts of climate change, a

change in the global energy mix seems unavoidable. The installed capacity of renewable sources of energy is

growing fast with particular impact in the European energy grid but it is expected that their potential final

contribution for displacing base load, fossil fuelled, power plants is limited particularly due to their intermittent

energy supply and final high overall cost.

In this scenario the installed capacity of nuclear power plants is expected to grow worldwide, at least main-

taining it’s current capacity share in Europe and the USA, for three principal reasons: The technology’s low

GHG emissions, comparable to those of renewable sources (Turconi et al., 2013a) and generally low overall

environmental impact; its low overall costs of energy generation as evidenced by figure A.7; and the knowl-

edge that since uranium and thorium resources are better geographically distributed than fossil fuel resources

shifting consumption from the latter to the former would translate to incentives to the local economy and to
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Figure A.7: Projected power-generating levelized costs for actual and planned coal (C), gas (G) nuclear (N),

wind (W) and hydro (H) power plants with assumed capital interest rates of 5% and 10%. Bars depict 10

and 90 percentiles and lines extend to show minimum and maximum estimates. Data obtained from the

Contribution of Working Group III to the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change: Climate Change 2007 - Mitigation of Climate Change

greater energy security. Other sources however find nuclear energy to be decisively costlier than its alternatives

although some simplifications are admitedly used(Boccard, 2014).

Concerns regarding the nuclear fuel life cycle, particularly in what concerns the final disposal of radioactive

wastes such as mill tailings or, especially, spent fuel, exist however. Nonetheless this is an issue that has been

taken under consideration in the development of the next generation of NPPs and should be adequately dealt

with with the introduction of ”closed” fuel cycles. Still, it is expected that as the pressure to reduce GHG

emissions continues to rise so should fall the relative importance of this issue.

For these reasons the assumption that nuclear energy production will grow in the following years and that a

choice will have to be made either to build new power plants or extend the life of existing ones, in countries

where nuclear energy already exists, or of which technology is better suited for countries where it does not exist,

will be held throughout this document which will endeavour to contribute to the solution of these questions.
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Appendix B

Operational Reactors Schematics

Figure B.1: Schematic of a generic Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR). Data obtained from the The

Institution of Electrical Engineers’ ”Nuclear Reactor Types” (IEE, 2005)
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Figure B.2: Schematic of a generic Boiling Water Reactor (BWR). Data obtained from the The Institution

of Electrical Engineers’ ”Nuclear Reactor Types” (IEE, 2005)

Figure B.3: Schematic of a Reaktor Bolshoy Moshchnosti Kanalnyy (RBMK) nuclear reactor. Data obtained

from the The Institution of Electrical Engineers’ ”Nuclear Reactor Types” (IEE, 2005)
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Figure B.4: Schematic of a Canadian Deuterium Uranium Reactor (CANDU). Data obtained from the The

Institution of Electrical Engineers’ ”Nuclear Reactor Types” (IEE, 2005)

Figure B.5: Schematic of a generic Gas-Cooled Reactor (GCR). Data obtained from the The Institution of

Electrical Engineers’ ”Nuclear Reactor Types” (IEE, 2005)
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Figure B.6: Schematic of a Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor, and example of a Liquid Metal Fast Breeder

Reactor (LMFBR). Data obtained from the The Institution of Electrical Engineers’ ”Nuclear Reactor Types”

(IEE, 2005)
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Appendix C

Generation IV Reactor Schematics

Figure C.1: Schematic of the Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor (SFR). Data obtained from the Generation IV

International Forum’s (GIF) website - www.gen-4.org
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Figure C.2: Schematic of the Lead-Cooled Fast Reactor (LFR). Data obtained from the Generation IV

International Forum’s (GIF) website - www.gen-4.org
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Figure C.3: Schematic of the Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor (GFR). Data obtained from the Generation IV

International Forum’s (GIF) website - www.gen-4.org
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Figure C.4: Schematic of the Veri High Temperature Reactor (VHTR). Data obtained from the Generation

IV International Forum’s (GIF) website - www.gen-4.org
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Figure C.5: Schematic of the Supercritical Water Cooled Reactor (SCWR). Data obtained from the

Generation IV International Forum’s (GIF) website - www.gen-4.org
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Figure C.6: Schematic of the Molten Salt Reactor (MSR). Data obtained from the Generation IV

International Forum’s (GIF) website - www.gen-4.org
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Appendix D

Nuclear Reactor Accidents

Despite all the safety measures which were reviewed in Section 2.5 and the stringent safety culture adopted by

the whole industry, there have been some accidents during the commercial nuclear industry’s six decades of

operation. Unscheduled, uncontrolled release of radioactivity represent usually small doses of radioactivity and

are most common in auxiliary processes such as fuel enrichment or reprocessing. To this date only in three

instances have accidents in commercial NPPs led to damage to the reactor fuel elements (a core meltdown),

only one of these was a criticallity accident and only the two most recent resulted in any significant release of

radioactivity to the environment. In the next paragraphs all three will be presented in chronological order.

Three Mile Island

In 1979 the Three Mile Island NPP, a PWR, lost feedwater flow to the steam generators (secondary cooling

system) during routine maintenance which resulted in an increase in pressure in the primary cooling system.

To counteract this pressure rise the NPP control system automatically inserted the control rods into the core

and opened a relief valve in the pressuriser. This is the normal sequence of events in this situation and the

pressure rise was controlled. However the release valve failed to close creating a small break LOCA.

The resulting loss of pressure in the primary cooling system triggered the high pressure ECCS which compen-

sated for the lost coolant. Unfortunately the only coolant level reading available to the controllers was that

of the pressuriser, which was far higher than that of the core itself, and there was no indication that the relief

valve was open. With the information available, the plant operators turned off the ECCS to prevent overfilling,

but this actually led to the core becoming uncovered and, subsequently, severely overheated which resulted in

a total core meltdown.

It was later discovered that the molten fuel solidified before reaching the bottom of the pressure vessel,

effectively creating a shield which prevented the molten core from breaching the vessel. Gaseous fission products

escaped from the fuel elements but were either trapped within the coolant itself or by the containment building,

having only a very small percentage of it escaped to the atmosphere. The resulting radiation release to the

environment was well below that which is expected to have any effect to public health or the environment.
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Despite this being a very serious accident resulting in total core meltdown the safety systems responded

correctly to the situation at hand and damages were limited to the NPP. A series of lessons were however

learnt from this event: human factor was engineered into plant design in order to limit the possibility of

human error, more complete monitoring of the reactor and better information displays for the controllers were

introduced, the World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) was created in order to promote reactor

operator training and the NRC reinforced its regulatory oversight enhancing overall NPP safety.

Chernobyl

The accident at the Chernobyl NPP in 1986 represents a mark in the commercial nuclear industry as it was

the first and, to date, only criticallity accident in a NPP and the first accident in which there was a major

release of radioactivity to the environment. The accident occurred in a scenario where the NPP was subject to

unfavourable power loads from the electricity grid, an unorthodox safety test was under way and senior plant

operators were not present leaving operators with little knowledge to make meaningful decisions.

The Chernobyl NPP operated RBMK reactors which had known design flaws, being the most relevant a positive

void reactivity coefficient, meaning that the reactivity in the core increased if the water (coolant) began to

evaporate since it ceased to absorb neutrons, a control rod design that increased the reactivity in the initial

stages of control rod insertion once they had been completely pulled out and the fact that the reactor was

inherently unstable when working at low pressures in the primary cooling circuit.

The test being run forced the reactor to work at low pressures which, jointly with the unfavourable power

loads, threw the reactor into a transient. As the controllers tried to regain control over the reactor, they

inserted the control rods which they had previously completely removed from the reactor core. To do this, and

to achieve the necessary conditions to run the test, they had to turn off certain emergency signals selectively

and automatic responses from the reactor (including, later, a scram signal which would have safely shut down

the reactor).

With the insertion of the control rods, more reactivity was introduced to the reactor and it suffered a power

excursion which led to it becoming prompt super-critical in a few seconds. The resulting explosion ejected

noble gases and radioactive material directly to the atmosphere since, in part due to a non existent safety

culture in Soviet industry, there was no containment building associated to the RBMK reactors.

The total effect of this disaster may not even be completely quantifiable. What we know is that 134 rescue

workers received very large doses of radiation and suffered from radiation sickness, 28 died in the three months

after the accident and another 19 from then up to 2004. They died of various causes not necessarily associated

with radiation exposure. A further 450,000 recovery workers received high doses of radiation and are at risk

of delayed consequences. A further 1,000% increase in childhood thyroid cancer was registered as well as

significant increases in leukaemias. Most widespread however were stress related diseases brought on by the

fear of radiation and the forced relocation that the populations next to the NPP were subject to.

After this accident, all RBMK were retrofitted to solve their design flaws and containment buildings were built

around them. Also, NPPs started incorporating further human factor engineering solutions to stop operators
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from overwriting safety features.

Fukushima Daiichi

On the afternoon of the 11th of March of 2011 Japan was hit by a magnitude 9 earthquake, in the Richter

scale, which destroyed its electricity grid but left all of its nuclear fleet unharmed. Scram signals were triggered

in all reactors terminating all uranium fissions in a mater of seconds. Immediately after the scram, the thermal

power of the reactors was reduced to about 6% of its total power, which represents the decay heat produced

by fission product decay. This amount is further reduced to about 1% one day after reactor shutdown ant to

0.5% five days after.

At this point all systems were running properly at the Fukushima Daiichi NPP, a BWR, and all safety measures

had been adequately taken. All non-safety related flows to the containment were closed to prevent radioactivity

from being released and the emergency diesel generators were turned on to power the ECCS needed to remove

the decay heat, on account of the electricity grid failure. The plant was in a safe state. Approximately one

hour after the earthquake, the plant was hit by a 7 meter high tsunami, wheras the plant had only been

designed to withstand a 6.5 meter high tsunami.

The tsunami flooded the generator room, sparing only the emergency batteries to power the ECCS which

failed about one hour later in Unit 1 because the batteries were empty. It failed in Unit 3 on the 13th for

the same reason and it failed also in Unit 2, on the 14th, due to a pump failure. The decay heat was still

sufficient in all three cases to generate steam which raised the pressure within the pressure vessel and had to

be purged to the plant’s wet wells. This purge of coolant eventually led to the fuel rods becoming uncovered

and overheated.

The fuel elements in all three Units suffered heavy damages before coolant flow could be restored and noble

gases, hydrogen and radioactive fission products were released to the containment building which had to

be depressurised. This led to the destruction of the reactor service buildings in units 1 and 3, through the

accumulation of hydrogen, a minor safety concern, and to the release of some of these gases to the atmosphere.

Unit 4 was refuelling at the time and its core was stored in the spent fuel pool. Although these pools suffered

no leakages from the earthquake, the decay heat from the core quickly evaporated all the water, which led to

the core melting in fresh air, releasing large quantities of fission products unencumbered.

Between natural disasters and the nuclear accident, 300,000 people were evacuated from the area and 15,884

died from various causes, as of 10 February 2014 (CNN, 2014), but no radiation exposure fatalities have been

reported. However 6 NPP workers did exceed lifetime legal limits for radiation exposure and over 300 have

been exposed to significant radiation doses. Subsequent occasional releases of radioactive water, used to cool

the reactors, into the ocean have occurred. A World Health Organisation report indicated that resulting health

impacts are likely to be below detectable levels (WHO, 2013). As was the case with Chernobyl, stress related

illnesses have been found to have similar impact on the population’s health as the combination of disasters

and accident had.

The Fukushima Daiichi accident reinforced the need for inherent safety systems which were already being
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incorporated into newer NPP designs but, above all, it exposed several bad practices in the Japanese commercial

nuclear industry which have contributed to further undermine public goodwill towards nuclear energy.
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Appendix E

Nuclear Fuel Cycle Schematics

In this Appendix three different fuel cycles will be reviewed starting with the operations that constitute the

Uranium Cycle. After this introduction to a general nuclear fuel cycle the differences in operations and particular

advantages and disadvantages of alternative fuel cycles, such as the closed cycle, uranium based, Uranium -

Plutonium Cycle and the closed cycle, thorium based, Thorium - Uranium Cycle will also be presented and

analysed.

Uranium Cycle

The uranium cycle is an open or ”once through” cycle based on uranium and it is the most commonly employed

fuel cycle in the commercial nuclear industry today. In the next paragraphs the operations that constitute

this cycle will be explained as well as the available alternative processes through which these are achieved.

Schematics of this fuel cycle may be found in figure E.1 which contains a representation close to that which

is described next. A much more detailed representation may be found in figure E.2.

Front End - The uranium needed for the production of nuclear fuel is not a particularly rare element in the

earth’s crust. It may be found in concentrations of around 4 parts per million (ppm), conventional resources,

and there are also very large quantities of ”unconventional resources” such as shale sands, 66 ppm, or even

in the ocean, 0.003 ppm, but these may only be recovered at a much higher cost. Mining the uranium ore

is done through open pits or underground mining techniques depending on the depth at which it is found. In

the Milling operation the recovered ore is ground down, leached to remove the uranium from the rock and

then precipitated as U3O8 concentrate or ”yellow cake”. These initial operations, which are usually held next

to one another, represent a significant health risk due to the radon emitted from mining operations and mill

tailings.

This yellow cake is subject to Conversion, from U3O8 to UF6, so that the uranium might be enriched as a gas.

Since fluorine only has one stable, naturally occurring, isotope these new molecules of uranium hexafluoride

differ in molecular weight only due to the contribution of the uranium isotope.

The uranium hexafluoride may undergo Enrichment up to different levels, through a series of different processes
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that exploit the difference in the number of nucleons between U-238 and the fissile U-235. Slightly enriched

uranium, from 0.9% to 2%, may be used in HWRs or other reactors designed to use natural uranium and

low enriched uranium, from 2% to 20%, is normally used in LWRs in concentrations under 5% or in research

reactors with higher grades of enrichment. At concentrations higher than 20% of U-235 the mixture is called

highly enriched uranium which, at over 85% becomes also known as weapons grade uranium. Reactors that

operate with natural uranium skip altogether the conversion and enrichment operations.

The enrichment operation was initially achieved through Thermal Diffusion but this method proved itself very

energetically demanding and is not used any longer. Over one third of all world production of enriched uranium

is achieved through Gaseous Diffusion, a method in which the UF6 is forced through a series of membranes

that preferably allow passage to the U-235 isotopes. Thus is an already old method, somewhat inefficient, and

it is currently being phased out in favour of Centrifuge Separation. In the Centrifuge Separation method huge

centrifuges are rotated at several tens of thousands of rotations per minute forcing the heavier U-238 isotopes

to their outer wall. The enriched gas at the centre is then passed to a second centrifuge and so forth. This

is the currently preferred method of uranium enrichment. Still under development are some Electromagnetic

Separation methods which separate accelerated vapourised particles of metallic uranium through the action of

magnetic fields, as well as some Laser Separation methods which use lasers to ionise or excite only the U-235

isotopes allowing them to be separated and collected.

After the desired enrichment level has been achieved the uranium hexafluoride powder undergoes Processing

to form uranium dioxide (UO2) which follows to Fuel Fabrication where it is pressed into pellets and sintered

into a ceramic structure. These pellets are then grouped in zircaloy tubes and arranged in fuel assemblies,

which can be introduced into the reactor core, in the Fuel Assembly Fabrication operation. Up to this point

there are very little losses of uranium, about 0.5% in conversion and 1% in fuel fabrication as well as tails of

the enrichment operation which usually contain about 0.02% in weight of U-235, less then 3% of the total

fissile mass.

Fuel use - These fuel assemblies stay within the reactor core for one and a half to two years approximately

where it undergoes fission and absorption reactions from which new elements are created. As has been seen

the retrieval of energy may be given by the fuel burnup which offers a measure of efficiency of the operation.

Usually a higher fuel burnup equates to lower initial fuel load requirements, lower emissions of waste and lower

proliferation risks but, after a point, higher burnups also raise the total cost of the fuel cycle (Parent, 2003).

For a typical LWR with fuel enriched to 3% U-235 the resulting spent fuel contains about 97% reusable

material (95% U-238, 1% U-235 and 1% Pu) and the other 3% consist of several short lived fission products

and some transuranic elements with very long half lives.

Back End - Once the used fuel assemblies are removed from the reactor they are transferred to and Stored

in the spent fuel pools so that they may cool down until the fission products decay enough that they may

be transferred to intermediate storage where it should stay for 40 to 50 years before being moved to final

underground storage.

So far however only some Scandinavian countries have made concrete advances towards decisively settling the

high level radioactive Waste Disposal problem associated with NPPs. The result has been that the whole
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infrastructure has not been developed and spent fuel is currently being indefinitely stored in the spent fuel

pools as operators await for a final political decision on an underground repository site. As these pools fill up

some NPPs have been forced to resort to dry storage in specialised casks concluding, for now, the uranium

fuel cycle.

Uranium - Plutonium Cycle

Through Reprocessing the main goals of the uranium - plutonium cycle are the recovery of fissile and fertile

material, relieving fuel cycle demands on resource requirements, and the separation of short lived fission prod-

ucts from the actinides and lanthanides present in the used fuel. The recycled uranium and plutonium feeds

are diverted, respectively, to the conversion operation of the uranium cycle and to Mixed Oxide (MOX) Fuel

Fabrication. The recycling of the used fuel is expected to reduce in about 40% the raw material requirements

of the fuel cycle. Figure E.1 presents a schematic for the specific operations of this cycle as well as their inter-

actions with the operations of the uranium cycle upon which it is built. A much more detailed representation

may be found in figure E.2.

The reprocessing of the spent fuel allows also for the separation of other fission products. By isolating long

lived actinides and lanthanides that have low specific activity from other short lived fission products that have

high specific activity the former may be subject to Transmutation, either in specialised reactors or as poisons

in regular reactors, breaking them into higher activity fission products with shorter half-lives.

This is significant because final disposal of fission products with higher activity but shorter half-lives is gen-

erally deemed to be less risky than the opposite scenario. There is relatively mature knowledge on shielding

radioactive emissions but there have been questions raised on the feasibility of guaranteeing oversight over

disposal sites during the thousands of years that the transuranic elements need to decay instead of the few

hundreds of years that the fission products with shorter half-lives need.

Be transmutation considered or not the fact remains that by removing the uranium and plutonium (or just

the uranium) from the spent fuel the total volume of radioactive waste that needs to be stored is significantly

diminished. There are still questions however about the liquid waste streams flowing from this operation which

could reveal themselves very hard to handle. This would be the necessary option during the transition and

implementation of breeder reactors if the option is considered. So far several countries such as France, Japan,

England, Russia, India and China have opted for the reprocessing option.

Thorium - Uranium Cycle

Because thorium has no practical application from a weapons development point of view research on it was

superseded by research on the uranium cycle. Today the whole industry operates within the uranium cycle

so there are very high substitution costs which have, so far, curtailed access to the benefits that the thorium

cycle presents in areas such as proliferation resistance and waste management.

Thorium presents itself in nature as one single fertile isotope so that the Enrichment operation is dispensable

but it requires the introduction of Reprocessing so that uranium or plutonium fissile elements can be introduced
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to ”kick-start” the fuel cycle and, later, U-233 can be recovered after it is bred in the reactor. It is conceivable

that the initial fissile material could be produced in specialised, dedicated, reactors. A schematic for this fuel

cycle may be found in figure E.1.

The thorium cycle has further advantages from the raw material recovery perspective as it is not only about

four times as common as uranium in the earths crust but it is also generally found better distributed and in

higher concentrations which facilitates its recovery at lower costs. So far only India is actively researching

this fuel cycle for short term implementation. India has low uranium resources so it has found strategically

advantageous to pursue this rout in order to guarantee some level of independence from uranium exporting

countries.
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Figure E.1: Schematic for the Uranium Cycle (Uranium Once Trough), Uranium Plutonium Cycle (Uranium -

Plutonium Recycle) and the Thorium - Uranium Cycle (Breeder Cycle) where each subsequent fuel cycle

builds upon the operations of the last. Here the Breeder Cycle is intended to work with uranium breeding

plutonium and not thorium breeding uranium but the operations are, in general, interchangeable. Annual

flows of material in a 10 GWe LWR Uranium Cycle program are indicated. Data obtained from (Choppin

et al., 2001) Chapter 21, ”The Nuclear Fuel Cycle”.
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Figure E.2: Detailed schematic of the Uranium Cycle (blue) and the Uranium - Plutonium Cycle (red). Data

obtained from the International Atomic Energy Agency’s Nuclear Fuel Cycle Information System 2009

(IAEA, 2009)
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Appendix F

Criteria Tree

This Appendix presents the criteria tree for the preliminary model introduced in Chapter 4. Fundamental Points

of View (FPV) are identified by bullet points. These FPV are operationalized by criteria which are identified

by dashes. The dimensions from which the criteria are constructed are identified by asterisks. Dimensions are

followed by the primary scale, between square brackets, which reflects their elementary consequences. When

dimensions follow qualitative scales an indication of what these might be is offered, between round brackets.

• Safety

– Probability of Large Release of Radioactivity

∗ Release of Radioactivity [Probability]

– Experience

∗ Design Generation [Reactor-years] (Gen II, Gen III+, ...)

∗ Model [Reactor-years] (PWR, BWR, ...)

• Security

– Reactor Neutronics

∗ Reactor Neutronics [Qualitative Scale] (Burner, Converter, Breeder)

– Nuclear Fuel Cycle

∗ Fuel Used [Qualitative Scale] (Uranium, Thorium)

• Environmental Impact

– Resource Consumption

∗ Resource Consumption [kg/GWh]

• Cost

– Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE)

∗ LCOE [$/MWh]
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Appendix G

Criteria Performances

Criterion
Neutral Level Good Level

Performance Justification Performance Justification

C1 [LRR] 10−5

An order of magnitude

lower than the NRC’s regu-

latory requirement for max-

imum core damage fre-

quency

10−7

An order of magnitude

lower than the current

”best in class” performance

for core damage frequency

C2 [Exp]
5,000

reactor-years
Gen III BWR

20,000

reactor-years
Gen II PWR

C3 [FC]
Uranium

Consumer

Current norm; open cycle;

plutonium production

Thorium

Breeder

Better resource distribu-

tion; greater proliferation

resistance; nuclear waste is

less radioactive

C4 [RC] 20 kg/GWh

Curent average consump-

tion by an PWR, the most

common NPP in operation

2 kg/GWh
Equivalent to a reduction of

an order of magnitude

C5

[LCOE]
40 $/MWh

Median cost of produc-

tion according to the IPCC

(2007)

25 $/MWh

”Best in class” cost of pro-

duction according to the

IPCC (2007)
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Appendix H

Criteria Congruency Intervals

Panelist A Panelist B Panelist C Panelist D Panelist E Panelist F Panelist G

MAX C1 [LRR] 100% 36% 16% 15% 100% 32% 100%

min C1 [LRR] 38% 32% 11% 11% 43% 30% 46%

MAX C2 [Exp] 20% 22% 23% 14% 30% 18% 7%

min C2 [Exp] 18% 18% 19% 10% 28% 13% 3%

MAX C3 [FC] 9% 10% 10% 43% 14% 21% 26%

min C3 [FC] 8% 6% 4% 37% 13% 18% 23%

MAX C4 [RC] 4% 9% 30% 32% 10% 22% 10%

min C4 [RC] 0% 3% 26% 30% 8% 19% 5%

MAX C5 [LCOE] 30% 33% 32% 5% 4% 16% 16%

min C5 [LCOE] 28% 30% 28% 0% 0% 12% 13%
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